AGENDA
Cumberland Town Council Meeting
Town Council Chambers
!MONDAY, January 11, 20101

I.

CALL TO ORDER@ 6:00 P.M.

II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
December 28, 2009

III.

RECESS TO EXECUTIVE SESSION: pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A., Section 405(6)(E)
Consulzion Y9th L~
Counsel re: possible litigation.

IV.

RECO VENE TO

V.

MANAGER'S REPORT

VI.

PUBLIC DISCUSSION

VII.

LEGISLATION AND POLICY
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GULAR SESSION@ 7:00 P.M.
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10 -001

To hold a Public Hearing to repeal and replace the Cumberland Floodplain Management
Ordinance. UJ

10 - 002

To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Class I Liquor License and Special
Amusement Permit for The Sparrow's Nest, d/b/a Viking Grill, for the period of February
2010 - February 2011.

10 -003

To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on the road acceptance of Chet's Way.

SJ

,.,TABLED TO 02/22/10
10 - 004

To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on authorize the, purchase and installation of
a Veterans Monument at Moss Side Cemetery.

10 - 005

To set a Public Hearing date (January 25 th ) to consider and act on amending Section
204.14.4.3 (Industrial District - Side Setback) of the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance.

VIII. NEW BUSINESS
a) Shellfish Conservation Commission letter
b) Sebago Lake water level debate
IX.

ADJOURNMENT

MOTIONS

MOTIONS

.~.A/
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10-001

I move repeal the current Cumberland Floodplain Management Ordinance and replace it w1th the update
Floodplain Management Ordinance as prepared by the State of Maine Planning Office. ~

10-002

I move to approve the Class I Liquor License and Special Amusement Perm}t for The Sparrow's Nest,
d/b/a Viking Grill, for the period of February 2010 - February 201

10 - 003

I move to table this item to February 22, 2010. /

10 - 004

I move to authorize the Town Manager to issue a purchase order not to exceed $9,475.00 to Collette
Monuments, Inc., for lJur~d
!Sa!Kion of a 7~s
Monument at Moss Side Cemetery.

10 - 005

I move to set a Public i<e{ing date' of January 25 th to consider and act on amending Section 204.14.4.3
(Industrial District - Side etback) of the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance.
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MINUTES
12/28/09

MINUTES
Cumberland Town Council Meeting
Town Council Chambers
!MONDAY, December 28, 20091

7:00 p.m. Call to Order - ROLL CALL: Due to technical difficulties the meeting was delayed
until 7:06 p.m. Chairman Copp, Councilors Turner, Storey-King, Porter, Stiles, Moriarty and
Perfetti present.

I.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
December 14, 2009

Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Stiles, to accept the minutes as presented.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

II.

MANAGER'S REPORT

None.

III.

PUBLIC DISCUSSION

Mr. Michael Lebel, Route 88 Bike and Pedestrian Committee Chairman, offered a "short public
commentary" addressing remarks he has heard or read subsequent to the council's authorization of the
Route 88 project. He thanked the council for their unanimous vote of support for the project. "This is a
project that's been going on for well over twenty years. There was ample opportunity" over the last
two and a half years to share concerns with the committee regarding the project. The project scope
includes a number of aspects: safety, drainage, some correction of the road surface, and pedestrian
access. "If ever there was a time" this is it. Project delays will "more than double the cost" of this
project. "This is a time when we can look at this project in a bigger scale. For somebody to suggest
that there are no safety issues on this road" represents a lack of understanding of the issues at hand.
"They can contact me directly" to discuss the safety and drainage issues on Route 88. "I would hate to
see this project put on standby. It's going to get worse if we don't address the issue."
IV.

LEGISLATION AND POLICY

09 - 213

To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on amendments to the Cumberland
Traffic Ordinance to prohibit through trucks on Mill Road.

Town Manager Shane explained traffic impact to Mill Road was discussed during the consideration
for rezoning of Route 100. Area residents expressed concern over traffic diversion onto Mill Road and
the town agreed limiting vehicle weight and through-only trucks was necessary. The Manager is also
proposing to redefine weight from "gross" to "registered" weight. Traffic Schedule E contains the list
of streets prohibiting weight restricted vehicles. Mill Road will be added to Schedule E.
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Stiles, to delete and substitute in its place
Article 15-2 (Commercial Vehicles Prohibited From Using Certain Streets) of the Cumberland Traffic
Ordinance and add Mill Road to the streets listed in "Schedule E".
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

09 -214

To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on Planning Board
Recommendations to repeal and replace Section 204.14 of the Zoning
Ordinance (Industrial I); add associated definitions to Section 104 (Definitions);
remove Excavation of Lands Use from the Low Density Residential, Island
Residential and Rural Residential Districts), remove a portion of Section 204.2
referencing Chebeague Island, and adopt revisions to Home Occupations/Home
Based Occupations in Section 414.

Town Manager Shane explained that the first of several amendments relates to
Occupations/Home Based Occupations. The town council adopted amendments to the zoning
ordinance a few years earlier in an attempt to make it more business-friendly; however, a
requirement for the Code Enforcement Officer to notify abutters prior to his approval was not
included in the amendment language. The Planning Board is recommending an amendment to
require notification to and input from abutters. The Planning Board also believes a notice will
provide an opportunity for neighbors to raise covenant issues or concerns where applicable. The
burden of proof is on the applicant. The Code Enforcement Officer has discretion to "bump it
up" to the Planning Board for review. Councilor Stiles asked for the effective date of the permit
upon approval by the Code Enforcement Officer (CEO). Any permit issued by the CEO is
subject to a thirty day appeal period and all applicants are informed of the appeal period.
Councilor Turner noted that during his tenure on the Board of Adjustments and Appeals, the
board often experienced frustration over hearing issues that "should be addressed among
neighbors."
Motion by Councilor Perfetti, seconded by Councilor Stiles, to amend Section 414 (Home
Occupations/Home Based Occupations) to specify the standards necessary for approval and
issuance by the Code Enforcement Officer of Change of Use Permit applications, as
recommended by the Planning Board.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
The Town Manager next reviewed the remaining individual amendment proposals, which
includes additional uses in the Definitions Section; additions to the permitted uses in the
Industrial District,; removal of Excavation of Lands as a special exception use in the RR2, LDR,
and IR Districts; replace Excavation of Lands with Extraction of Earth Materials in Section
204.1.2.2.5; remove a portion of Section 204.5.3 referring to Great Chebeague Island; and repeal
and replace Section 204.14, Industrial Zone. "There's a lot more uses" permitted in the
Industrial District with these amendments, and the Industrial Zone becomes "a lot less
restrictive" explained the Town Manager. With the repeal and replacement of Section 204.24, the
Planning Board is recommending a change to Section 204.14.4 regarding setbacks for all
structures in the Industrial District. However, David Chase, owner of Blue Rock Pit (a/k/a former
Pike Gravel pit), has met with staff to discuss viable uses for "what really is a spent gravel pit"
and expressed concerns with the proposed setback and buffering requirements where a nonresidential use will abut an existing residential zone. The recommended amendments proposed
this evening render Mr. Chase unable to comply with the setback and landscaping/buffering
requirement because his parcel straddles two different zoning districts. The Manager indicated
the Planning Director is preparing a revision to Section 204.14.4.3 to address Mr. Chase's
concerns. The council will receive this revision at their next meeting.
Councilor Storey-King asked about new definition Extraction of Earth Materials, which includes
the storage of materials such as topsoil and sand and gravel. She questioned whether the town is
compliant as it relates to road salt and sand piles? The Manager responded affirmatively.
Councilor Storey-King questioned and was informed that the deletion of "road and rail facilities"
from Section 204.14.1 applies to the West Cumberland Industrial District. Councilor Moriarty
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noted the typo in Section 204.14.4 which states "landscaped beam" and which should state
"landscaped berm."
Councilor Porter questioned whether the addition of "self storage facilities" to the list of
permitted uses shown in Section 204.14.1 includes self-storage "units." He feels there is a
distinct difference between storage units and "storage for an existing business. I'm not so sure I
want to have a self-storage unit in Cumberland." Mr. Chase informed the council that his
discussions with the Town Planner included a request for storage units in the Industrial Zone.
"We talked in general" about the former Pike Gravel Pit location. Storage facilities "come in all
different sizes and shapes. I don't have any plans right now." However, Mr. Chase noted that he
would appreciate the ability to consider a storage facility in the future. Chairman Copp stated, "I
don't have an issue with this personally." Councilor Porter questioned the benefit of a storage
unit to the tax base. "It's just a particular thing I don't want to see." Councilor Turner felt such a
differentiation could be seen as "a tendency to micro-manage. I hate to put any type of limitation
in an area" as innocuous as this. "I take a totally different view of it." Councilor Porter felt the
Planning Board and Town Planner have expressed opposition to storage units in the past. "I'm
very uncomfortable allowing self storage for individual use." Chairman Copp noted that the
language refers to "a storage facility" as opposed to "self storage."
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Perfetti, to amend Section 104 of the
Cumberland Zoning Ordinance to add the definitions: Aggregate Processing; Extraction of Earth
Materials; Contractor's Space; Low Impact Industrial; Industrial; Motor Vehicle Service/Repair;
and Warehouse and Storage as listed definitions to Title 100, Section 104 (Definitions) of the
Cumberland Zoning Ordinance as recommended by the Planning Board.
VOTE:
PASSAGE 6-1 (Councilor Porter opposed)
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Turner, to remove Excavation of Lands
as a permitted use from Sections 204.2.2.3 Low Density District (LDR), 204.1.2.2.5 Rural
Residential District 2 (RR2), and 204.5.2.5 Island Residential District (IR) of the Cumberland
Zoning Ordinance, and to amend Section 204.1.2.2.5 to change "Excavation of land" to
"Extraction of Earth Materials, subject to the provisions of Section 41" and remove the reference
to Chebeague Island from Section 204.5.3, Island Residential District (IR), as recommended by
the Planning Board.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
Motion by Councilor Turner, seconded by Councilor Storey-King, to repeal and replace in its
entirety Section 204.14 (Industrial I) of the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance, as recommended by
the Planning Board.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

09 - 215

To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on authorizing the Town Manager to
submit an application to PACTS for funding in FY'12 and FY'13 for projects on
Route 88, Tuttle Road and Main Street.

Town Manager Shane explained PACTS holds a "call for projects" on an annual basis and the town is
required to conduct a public hearing prior to submitting a funding application. He requested
permission to submit a funding application "and see how they rate. The likelihood of getting funding
is slim."
Motion by Councilor Perfetti, seconded by Councilor Turner, to authorize the Town Manager to
submit an application to PACTS for funding in FY'12 and FY'13 for projects on Route 88, Tuttle
Road and Main Street.
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VOTE:

09 - 216

UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

To set a Public Hearing date (January 11th) to repeal and replace the Cumberland
Floodplain Management Ordinance.

The Cumberland Floodplain Management Ordinance has not been updated for many years. The State
of Maine Planning Office has prepared and sent to the town a revised ordinance and is requesting
council adoption.
Motion by Councilor Stiles, seconded by Councilor Moriarty, to set a public hearing date of January
11, 2010 to repeal and replace the Cumberland Floodplain Management Ordinance.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

09 - 217

To set a Public Hearing date (January 11th) to consider and act on a Victualer's
License, Special Amusement Permit, Class I Liquor License, and Mobile Service Cart
for The Sparrow's Nest, d/b/a Viking Grill, for the period of February 2010 February 2011.

Motion by Councilor Stiles, seconded by Councilor Turner, to set a January 11, 2010 public hearing
date to consider and act on a Victualer's License, Special Amusement Permit, Class I Liquor License,
and Mobile Service Cart for The Sparrow's Nest, d/b/a Viking Grill, for the period of February 2010 February 2011.
VOTE:
PASSAGE 6-0-1 (Councilor Storey-King abstained)

09 - 218

To set a Public Hearing date (January 11th) to consider and act on the road
acceptance of Chet's Way.

This is the "next to last road" the council will be requested to accept as a town road. Chet's Way was
brought to municipal standards through the Planning board process and will be ready for consideration
on January 11, 2010.
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Perfetti, to set a January 11, 2010 public
hearing date to consider and act on the road acceptance of Chet's Way.
VOTE:
PASSAGE 6-1 (Councilor Stiles opposed)

09 - 219

To set a Public Hearing date (January 11th) to consider and act on authorization,
purchase, and installation of a Veterans Monument at Moss Side Cemetery.

The Town Manager presented a slide which represented a monument prototype. The town has created
a web link on our home page to the newly-created Cumberland Veterans Monument Committee
webpage. The monument shown consisted of three granite panels, with a center panel engraved with
the words "In grateful recognition of all Cumberland residents who have served our country in war
and peace." Town Librarian, Thomas Bennett, has researched names of town's veterans of the Civil
War, World Wars I and II, and the Vietnam War. The monument website will offer a "fillable pdf' for
residents and family members to notify the town of any veteran whose name should be included in our
veterans database. The Manager shared the plans for landscaping and ground improvements. Thus far
$7,000 has been raised against a $15,000 Phase One budget. The monies were raised through the Main
Street flag project and the Cemetery Association. The Monument Committee requests permission to
order the monument to ensure installation prior to the Memorial Day Parade. Phase Two fundraising
will support the purchase of the "wing walls" and likely require an additional $15,000.
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Councilor Storey-King reminded us that North Yarmouth and Cumberland comprised one community
in the past and requested if the town should "find a way" to include North Yarmouth veterans in the
listing of "our more modem conflicts. It would be good information." The Manager noted the
Chebeague Island secession as well. Discussion ensued regarding the definition of a veteran.
Councilor Moriarty noted the committee was "quite clear" they wanted to recognize those in service as
opposed to regular duty. Councilor Perfetti felt reserves are "really a subset of active duty." "If this
were a VFW monument, it would be something altogether different. But it's not" responded Councilor
Moriarty. Councilor Perfetti indicated he would defer to the committee for clarification. The Manager
concluded by explaining the center stone of the monument will serve as the commemorative stone and
includes engraved seals of the armed branches -Army, Navy, Air Force, Merchant Marine, Marine
Corps, and Coast Gum+ "The intent of the committee is to be inclusive." Our current list includes
active duty veterans acit the town intends to reach out to obtain the names of all its veterans. How the
names are placed has yet to be determined.
Motion by Councilor Stiles, seconded by Councilor Storey-King, to set a January 11, 2010 public
hearing date to consider and act on authorization, purchase and installation of a Veterans Monument at
Moss Side Cemetery.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

09 - 220

To appoint members to the Cool Cities Committee.

Councilor Moriarty explained the council inadvertently overlooked two Cool Cities Committee
nominations at its last meeting. Councilor Porter added the committee has two or seats still available.
Motion by Councilor Moriarty, seconded by Councilor Turner, to appoint Brita Bonechi and Wendy
Hayes to the Cool Cities Committee.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

09 - 221

To accept $225.00 in donations on behalf of the Fire Department.

The town has received several individual donations on behalf of the fire department. These funds will
be placed in the future equipment reserve account.
Motion by Councilor Perfetti, seconded by Councilor Storey-King, to accept $225.00 in donations on
behalf of the Cumberland Fire Department.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

V.

NEW BUSINESS

Councilor Turner - a citizens' referendum regarding the Main Street credit union referendum received
80% support for the council decision; Route 88 vote by council was unanimous and we expect to
revisit the project after the bids come in and do whatever paring is necessary; all feel the bids will be
as auspicious as they ever will be; an overrule referendum petition is being circulated now; he
admonished the citizens to realize that if they are in favor of the project you are costing the town some
money by an election if you sign the petition; when you read certain supposed facts you should contact
the council or Town Manager to learn what the numbers and budget represent; this project has been
discussed for a long, long time; if 570 signatures are collected he hopes they are from people who
really are in opposition to this project.
Councilor Perfetti - none
Councilor Storey-King - none
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Councilor Porter - none
Chairman Copp - The Cool Cities Committee has additional openings; a very interesting committee;
LED street-light sample was viewed at the last meeting.
Councilor Stiles - none
Councilor Moriarty - none
Town Manager- last Monday Councilors Storey-King, Stiles and he attended a very interesting Farm
Based Education Meeting ofMSAD 51; 100 students would be placed in a farming learning model;
our comprehensive plan addresses sustaining agriculture and this helps meet that goal;

VI.

ADJOURNMENT

Motion by Councilor Perfetti, seconded by Councilor Turner, to adjourn to Workshop re: FY '11
Budget.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
TIME:
8:18 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Nadeen Daniels, CMC
Cumberland Town Clerk
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EXECUTIVE
SESSION

William Longley
From:

William Longley

Sent:

Tuesday, December 22, 2009 3:38 PM

To:

Kenneth M. Cole, Ill

Cc:

William Shane; Wilfiam Longley

Subject: Charlie's Friends 12-22-2009

Bill,
At 3:30PM today I found 13 dogs at the Storey dog daycare. I spolce to Kim and she apologized againlll!!!
Bill L

CEO

12/22/2009

----December 6, 2009

Bill C. Longley Jr.
Town of Cumberland
Tuttle Rd.
Cumberland, Maine 04021

RE:Charlies Friends

Mr. Longley,

I am writing you in regards to the notice we received on 11/24/2009 when we
violated the terms of our agreement not to have more than 6-8 dogs at our
facility.

I apologize for the violation and have been back into compliance well before the
ten days you allowed us.

Kimberly Storey

NOTICE OF VIOLATION
ORDER FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION

To:
James and Kimberly Storey
Address: 42 Middle Road Cumberland, Maine 04021
MAP: R-01
LOT: SIC
You are hereby notified that you are in violation of: Tenns of a "Special
Exception" granted for Day Boarding Kennel of six to eight dogs not for
overnight boarding.

DATE VIOLATION OBSERVED: 11-24-09
DESCRIPTION OF VIOLATION: Approx. 25 dogs were at this facility.
You are hereby ordered to take the following con-ective action or measures
no later than: 10 days from receipt of notice limit use to 6-8 dogs and no
overnight boarding allowed.
Failure to comply with this Order may result in court action against you, and
you may be required to pay a fine. The consent agreement attached dated
August 31 st of 2006 establishes a fine of $1,000.00 for each violation of the
Ordinance or approvals with conditions. (A separate fine will be assessed for
each day a violation continues). The Town of Cumberland will seek an order
for corrective action, a substantial fine, plus its attorney's fees and costs in
such an action.
As permitted by Section 603.4 of the Town of Cumberland Zoning
Ordinance, an appeal of this enforcement action may be taken to the Board
of Adjustments and Appeals within 30 days of the date of this order, by
submitting to the Clerk of the Board of Adjustments and Appeals a written
statement and application of the relief requested and why it should be
granted. Failure to exercise this administrative procedure will jeopardize
your right of appeal.

Please contact the Code Enforcement Officer at the Town Office or by
telephone at 207-829-2207 if you have any questions concerning this
violation and to make an-angements to bring your property into compliance.
You must notify the Code Enforcement Officer when c01Tective action is
taken so that a compliance check may be made.

DATE: 11-24-09
Willi
e
Code Enforce
t fficer,
Town of Cumberland

MANAGER'S
REPORT

ITEM
10-001
To hold a Public Hearing to repeal and replace the
Cumberland Floodplain Management Ordinance.

~'1f"~,M
E

M O R A N D U M

CODE
OFFICE

ENFORCEMENT

To:

Town of Cumberland Council

From:

William C. Longley Jr. CEO

Subject:

Floodplain Management Ordinanc~

Date:

12-15-2009

CC:

William Shane, Town Manager
Nadeen Daniels, Town Clerk

Please· find attached the draft replacement Floodplain Management Ordinance
dated 11-24-2009. This document was prepared by the State Planning Office and
incorporates all State and Federal changes since the last Ordinance adqpted in
November of 1996. These changes are required to be approved by the Town and shall
be administered by the Codes Enforcement Officer to be compliant with the FEMA cmd
the NATIONAL FLOOD ACT of 1968 a~ amended. Thisis the program that allows for
individuals to purchase flood insurance to cover damage caused by flooding within the
Town of Cumberland.
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STATEMENTOF-PURPOSEAND INTENT
Certain areas of the Town of Cumberland,·Maineare subject to periodicflooding,.causing
serious damages to propertiesw~thinthese areas. R~lief is availablein the form of Federally
subsidized flood insuranc~ as authorizedby the.National·FloodInsuranceAct of 1968.
ThereforE3,the,:
Town·.of-..
Cumberland,-~aine·.haschosen-to·become·aparticipating community
in the Natic;matFlood.InsuranceProgram~andagrees to comply with the requirementsof the
National FJ0.o.d
·_l11~~r.~nce_;Act<ol196:8
(P.L 90.-48:8,as .amended):as.
delineatedin the .attached
. FloodplaJn.
Ma11agerrient
Ordinance.
.,
It is the intent-ofthe ·Townof Cumberland,Maine to requirethe recognitionand evaluation of
flood hazards in an official actior:i~relatingto land use in the floodplain areas having special
flood-hazards.
This body has the :l~galauthority to adop~land use and control measuresto reduce future flood
losses pursuant to MRSA Title 30A, Sections 3001-3007, 4352 and 4401-4407.
·
/
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FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT ORDINANCE
ARTICLE I~ ESTABLISHMENT

The Town of Cumberland, Maine elects to comply with the requirements of the National
Flood Insurance Act of 1968 (P.L. 90-488, as amended). The National Flood Insurance
Program, established in the aforesaid f\ct, provides that areas of the Town of Cumberland
having a special flood hazard be identified by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
and that floodplain management measures be applied in such flood hazard areas~This
Ordinance·establishes a Flood.Hazard Development Permit system and review procedure for
development activities in the designated flood hazard areas of the Town of Cumberland,

M~M.

.

.

The areas.of special flood hazard,_Zones A, A1-3O, V1-30 identified by the Federal
. Emergency Management Agency in a report entitled "Flood Insurance Study - Town of
Cumberland, Maine, Cumberland County," dated October 15, 1985 with accompanying "Flood
Insurance Hate Map" dated July 15,·1992 is hereby adopted by reference arid declared to be a
part -of this ·Ordinance.
·
/
ARTICLE II - PER-MIT REQUIRED·

Before any construction-or other development (as defined in Article XIII), including the
placement of manufactured homes, begins within any areas of special flood h~ard e-stablished
in Article I,·a. Flood Hazard Development Permit shall be obtained from thet)ode.S.rifbre.e:inent
'f)ff,ip~;f;~
,-~Thispermit shail be in addition to any other building permits which may be required
pursuant to -the codes and ordinances of the Town of Cumberland, Maine.
ARTICLE Ill - AP,PLICATION FOR PERMIT -

· The application for a Flood Hazard Development Permit shall be submitted to the Code
Enforcement Officer and shall include: ·
A.

The· name .and-address of the applicant; .

B.

An address and a map-indicating the location of the construction site;

C.

A site plan showing location of.existing and/or proposed structures, sewage disposal
facilities, water supply facilities, areas to be cut and filled, and lot dimensions;

D.

A statement of the intended use of the structure;

E.

A statement as to the type of sewage system proposed;

F.

Specification of dimensions of the proposed structure;

G.

The elevation in relation to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) or to a locally
established datum in Zone A only, of the:
1.

base flood at the proposed site of all new or substantially improved structures,
which is determined:

2

2.

a.

in Zones A 1-30 and V1-30, from data containecf in the "Flood Insurance
Study - Town of Cumberland, -Maine.~as described in Article I; or, ·

b.

in Zone A, to be the elevation of the ground at the intersection of the
floodplain boundary and a lin~ perpendicular to the shoreline which passes
along the ground through 1 the-site of the propos09 building;

highest and ·lowest grades at the-site adjacent to the walls of the proposed building;

3. . lowest floor, including basement; and·whether" or not such structures ..contain a
basement; and;
·
4.
H.

level, in the case of non-residential structures only,·t_owhich the structure will be
floodproofed;

A description ·of a b~se flood elevation ·reference point established on-the site ·of all new
or substantially improved stm~ures;
..
.
/

I.

· Awritten-certifi.cation·,bya.registeredlan·cJ·surveyorthatthe·elevations

shown on the

application are accurate;

J.

Certification by_a registered professi.onal engineer or architectthat:
.

.

1. · ·.non"'.residentialsiructures will mee(the floodproofing criteria of-Article Ill. G.4;
Article _VI.G;
and other applicabl~~andards in Article Vl;--and,
2. · construction- -incoastal high hazard.:,.atea$,Zones. V1-30 .arid VE~ will meet the
criteria of Article VL½; and other appliaible standards ii'fArlicle VI;

K.

·A description of the extent to which any wc1tercourse will be altered or relocated as a
result of the proposed development; and,. · · · -·
l

L.

A statement.of construction _.plansdescribing in detail how each.applicable development
standard in Article VIwill be met.
·

ARTICLEIV-APPLICATIONFEE·ANDEXPERrs FEE
-A permit fee, in the afnount of $50.00 shall be paid to the Town with a cc;>pyof the
receipt to accompany the application. .Outside ·consulting fees shall be charged in accordance
with Section 608 of the Zoning Ordinance.
A_RTICLEV - REVIEW OF FLOOD HAZARD DEVELOPMENT PERMIT APPLICATIONS

The Code Enforcement Officer shall:
A.

Review all applications for the Flood Hazard Development Permit to assure that
proposed building sites are reasonably safe from flooding and to determine that all
pertinent requirements of Article VI (Development Standards) have, or will be met;

B.

Utilize, in the review of all Flood Hazard Development Permit applications, the base
flood data contained in the ".Flood Insurance Study - Town of Cumberland, Maine," as
described in Article I. In special flood hazard areas where base flood elevation data are
3

not provided, the Code Enforcement Officer shall obtain, review and reasonably utilize
·any base flood elevation and floodway datafrom federal, state, or other sources,
·including ·information obtained pursuant to Article 111.G.1.b.;
Article VI.J: and Article
VIII.D, in order to administer Artie.le VI of this Ordinance;

C.·

Make interpretations of the location of boundaries of special flood hazard areas shown
on the maps described in Article· I of this Ordinance;

D.

· 1n·the revi_ewof Flood-Hazard Development Permit applications, determine that all
necessary permits have been obtained from those federal, state, and local government
agencies from which prior approval is required by federal or state law. including but not
limited to Section 404 -of the Federal Water PoUution Control Act Amendments of 1972,
33.U.S.C. 1334;
.

E.

Notify adjacent municipalities, the_Department of Environmental Protection, and the
Maine Ftoodplc:1inMan·agerilent Program in the Maine State Planning Qffice prior to any
alteration or relocation of a water course and submit copies of such notifications to the
1
Federal Emergency. Management Agency;

F ·

lsstie a two part Flood Hazard Development Permit for elevated structures. Part I shall
. authorize the applicant to build a structure to and including the first ·horizontal floor only
above the base flood leveL Ai-that time the applicant shall-provide the Code
Enforcement Officer with an application for Part II of the Flood Hazard Development
Permit.and-shall include an Elevation ·eertificate completed by a registered Maine
surveyor for compliance with the elevation requirements of Article VI~paragraphs F, G,
H, and L Following review.of the application, which review shall take place within 72
ho"urs of receipt of the c:ipplica.tion,the_Code· Enforcement Officer shall 'issue Part II of
the Flood (iazard -Devel(?pment Permit. -Part II shall authorize the applicant to complete
the-construction proje9t; and,
.i-

G.

· Maintq.i,n,a$._~ permanent record, copies of all Flood Hazard Development Permits
issu·ed .arid.'.datarelevant thereto, including reports of the Board of Appea)~ o_nvariances
·gr?nted-undedhe .provisions of Article .IXof this Ordinance, and copies· of Elevation
·
Certificates and Certificates of Compliance required under the provisions of Article VII of
this Ordi"nance.

ARTICLE VI - DEVELOPMENT ST AND ARDS
All developments in areas of special flood hazard shall meet the following applicable
standards:
·
·

A.

All new developments, new construction or substantial improvement of any structure
shall:

1.

be designed or modified and adequately anchored to prevent flotation, collapse or
lateral movement of the structure resulting froni hydrodynamic and hydrostatic
loads, including the effects of buoyancy;

2.

use construction materials that are resistant to flood damage;

3.

use construction methods and practices that will minimize flood damage; and,
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4.

use electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing, and air conditioning equipment, and
other service facilities that are designed and/or located so as to prevent water from
entering or a~umulating within the components during flooding conditions.

B.

All new and replacement water supply systems shall be designed to minimize or
eliminate infiltration of flood waters into the.systems.
·

C.

All new and replacement sanitary sewage systems shall be designed and· located to
minimize or elimina..teinfiltration of flood -waters into the system and discharges from the
-system into flood wate.rs.

D~

On-site waste disposal systems shall be located and constructed to avoid impairment to
them. or contamination from them during floods.

E.

All development shall be constructed and maintained in such a manner that no
.reduction occurs in.the flood carrying capacity of any watercourse. ~

F.

. ·_:New.constru~ion .or s_ubstantialimprovement of any residential struqture located within:
1.

Zones.A1-30 shall have.the lowest floor (including basement) :e;le,tateti-'toat:least
jtw.a<feet-iElbove
the base flood elevation .
.. ·~
;.~.,:·•·~~:;

~

.:,,

2.

. 3.
G.

Zone A shall have the lowest floor (including ·basement) 'Eflevate'tM~.:at
:teasi:,wacf'
-:fe:lrabove the bc,1seflood elevation-utilizing information obtained pursuant to Article
111.G.1.b.;Article V.B; or Article VIII.D .
Zones V1 "'.'30shall meet the requirements:of Article VI.L.

New construction or substantial improvement of any non - .residential structure located
within:
·
1.

Zones A 1-30 sfJall have the lowest floor (including basement)

-t~letat.~g·10
at le.a$t

;_fw.o\fe.;elabove
..the-base flood elevation, or together.with attendant .utility and
sanitary facilities shall!
a.
b.
c.

· 2.

be floodproofed to at least two feet above the base flood elevation so that
below that elevation the structure_is watertight with walls substantially.
impermeable to passage of water;
have structural components capable of resisting hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic lo~ds and the effects of buoyancy; and,
·
be certified by a registered professional engineer or architect that the design
and methods of construction are in accordance with accepted standards of
practice for meeting the provisions of this section. Such certification shall ·be
provided with the application for a Flood Hazard Development Permit, as
required by Article 111.J
and shall include a record of the elevation above mean
sea level of the lowest floor including basement.

Zone A shall have the lowest floor (including basement) elevated to-af'"liast tw6
feet-above the base flood elevation utilizing information obtained pursuant to Article
111.G.1.b.;Article V.B; or-Article VIII.D., or
5

.. a. together with attendant utility and sanitary facilities meet the floodproofing
standards of Article VI.G.1.
3.

. H.

Zones V1-30 shall meet the requirements of Article VI.L.

New or substantially improved manufactured homes located withi'n:
1.

Zones A 1-30 shall:
·a.

be elevated on a ·permanent foundation such that the lowest flooris at ·least

···twcffet!t
abovethe base flood elevation;_and,
b.

be securely anchored to an adequately anchored foundation system to resist
flotation., collapse, or lateral movement. Methods of anchoring may include,
but are notlimited to:
(1)

· (2)

over-the~top ties anchored to the ground at ·the four corners of the
manufactured home, plus two additional ties per side ,at intermediate
point~ -(01a,m.ifacturedhomes less than 50 feet long require one
additional tie per side); or by,
frame ties at each comer of the home, plus five· additional ties along
each side at intermediat~ points (manufactured homes less than 50 feet
long require
four additional ties per side).
·
.
.

(3)

2.

Allcomponents

of the anchorin·g system described in Article VI,
par~graph H.1.b.(1 )(2) shall be capable of carrying a force of 4800
pounds~

· Zone A shall:
~~- -b~ ~Jevated on a permanent foundation such that the lowest floor

is at least ,;

iwofeetabove the.base flood.elevation utilizing information obtained pursuant to
Article IU.G.1.b.; Article V.B; or Article VIII.D; and

1

b. meet ·the requirements of Article VI.H.1.b.
3.

I.

Zones. V1 -30 shall meet the requirements of Article VI.L.

Recreational Vehicles located within: ·
1.

Zones A 1-A30 shall either:
a. be on the site for fewer than 1.80consecutive days,

1

b. be fully licensed and ready for highway use. A recreational vehicle
is ready for highway use if it is on its wheels or jackif)g system, is
attached to the site only by quick disconnect type utilities and
security devices, and has no permanently attached additions; or,
c. meet the permit requirements of elevation and anchoring
requirements for "manufacturing home" in Article VI.H.1.a & b.
6

2.

J.

Zones Vl-30 shall meet the requirements of either Article Vl.l.1.a. orb., or
Article VI.L.

Floodways
1.

2.

In Zones A 1~30 encroachments,. includrng fill, new construction, substantial
improvement, and other cfevelopment .shall not be pennltted'in riverine areas, for
which a regulatory floodway is det;ignated on the commµnity's "Flood Boundary
. and FloQdw~y.Map," ~nless a technical. evaluption certified by a registered
professional_engineer is provided demonstr~ting that such encroachr:nents Willnot
result in any increase in flood levels within the community during the occurrence of
the base flood discharge.
In Zones A 1-30 riverine areas, for which no regulatory floodway is designated,
encroaphments, including fill, new construction, substantial improvement, and other
:deve·lppment shall not be permitted unless a tec~nical ~valuation-.certified by a
_registered professional engineer is provided demonstrating,that the cumulative
effect of the proposed development, when combined with all ot~er existing
development and anticipated develop~ent:
a.
b. ·

3.

K. .

will not increase the water surface elevation of .the ba$e flood more than one
foot at any point within the community; and,
is consistent with the technical criteria contained in Section 2-7 entitled
· "Hydraulic Analyses," Flood Insurance Study. - _Guidelinesand Specifications
·for ·s.tudyContractors, FEMA 37/(March, .1993;. as amended).

In Zo_11e.
A riverine areas, in which the. regulatory flooc;iwayis determined to be the
. channel. ofthe river or other .water course .and the adjacent land areas to a distance
of one-half the width of the floodplain as measur~d from the normal high water
. mark.to.·the upland limit of the floodplain~ encroachments, including fill, new
-. construction, substantial improvement, arid 9th er development shall not be
permitt~d.unless a t~chnical evaluation certified by a registered profe$Sional
-engineer is provided meeting the requirements of Article VI, paragraph J.2.

New construction or substantial improvement of any structure in Zones A 1-30, and A
that meets the development standards of Article VI, including the elevation requirements
of Article VI, paragraphs F, G, or H and is elevated on posts, columns, piers, piles,
"stilts," or crawlspaces m~y be enclosed below the base flood elevation requirements
provided all the following criteria are met or exceeded:
1.

Enclosed areas are not "basements" as defined in Article XIII; and,

2.

Enclosed areas shall be designed to automatically equalize hydrostatic flood forces
on exterior walls by allowing for the entry and exit of floodwater. Designs for
meeting this requirement must either:
a.

be certified by a registered professional engineer or architect; or,

b.

meet or exceed the following minimum criteria:
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(1)

a minimum of two openings having a total net area of not less than one
square ·inch for every square ·foot of t~e enclosed area;

(2)

the bottom of all openings shall be no higher than one foot above the
lowest grade; and,

(3)

openings may be equipped with screens, ·louvers, valve$, or other
coverings
devices provided that they permit the entry and exit of flood
waters autqma.tically without any external influence or control such as
human interven~ion, i_ncludingthe use of ele~rical and other nonautomatic mechanical means; and,

or

The enclosed area.shall not

4.

be used for

human habitation; and,

· The enclosed area may b~ used for building maintenance, access, parking
vehicles, or storing of articles ctnd equipment used for maintena~ce of the building.

L.

Coastal Floodplains-

/

1. · · All new construction located within Zones V1 -30 shaH be located landward of the
reach of the highest annual _spiiQgtide.

2.

New construction ot substantial improvement of any structure located within Zones
..
.

Vl-30 shall:

a.

be prohibitedunlessthe f~llowing criteriaare met:.
(1)

the area is zoned f9r· g~heral developrrient or its equivalent, as defined in
the Mandatory Shorelarid Zoning guidelines adopted pursuant to ·38

M.FfS.A.438~A;:o_r . · ·~-

(2)

b.

the· area ·isdesigna,ed
436-A, subseqtion --3.

.

. ·

asden$ely developed

as defined in 38 M~H.S.A.

.

be elevated on posts or columns such that
(1)

the bottom of the:lowest structural member of the lowest floor (excluding
the pilings or columns) is elevated to two feet above the base flood level;

(2)

the pile or column foundation and the elevated portion of the structure
attached thereto_ is anchored to res1st flotation, collapse, and lateral
movement due to the effects of wind and water loads acting
simultaneously on a~Ibuilding components; and,

(3)

water loading-val_ues used shall be those associated with the base flood.

Windloading values used shall be those .required by applicable state
. and local building standards.
c.

have the space below the lowest floor:
(1)

free of obstructions; or,
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(2)

constructed with open -wood lattice-work, or insect screening intended to
collapse under wind and water without causing collapse, displacement,
or other structural damage to the elevated portion of the building or
supporting piles or columns; or,

(3) ··constructedwithnom-supporting'°breakaway wa11s·.whichhave:adesign
safe loading resistance of n•of.lessthan 1O·or more than 20 pounds per
square fo.ot.
.

3.

A registered professional engineer or architect shall:
a.

develop Qr revi~w the structural design, specifications, and plans for the
construction,· which must meet-or exceed the-technical criteria contained in
the Coastal Constructio~ Manual, (FEMA-55/February, 1986); and,

b.

certify that the design and methods .of construction to be u~ed are in
accordar1ce with accepted standards of practice for meeting the criteria of
Article Vt L2.
/

4.

The use of fill .for st_ructuralsupport in Zones V1 ~ao
is pro~ibited. -

5~

Human alteration· of sand dunes wfth1n·zones V1-30 is prohibited unless it can be
demonstrated that such alterations will not increase potential flood damage ..

6.- · The enclosed areas may be used solely for parl:<ing-vehicles, building access, and
storage.
·
·
AR"flCLE VII - CERTIFICATE <;)FCOMPLIANCE

No land in a special floqd h&,ard area shall be occupied or-used and no structure which
is constructed.9r.~_µ)?§J?t1~ially]mprovedshall be occupied until a Certificate of Compliance is
issued by the 9o£t~·;•,En:foiitGe.meo.t-;~ffi.oertiSubject
to the following provisions:
A.

The applicant shall submit an Elevation Certificate completed by:

1.

2.

B.
C. ·

a registered Maine surveyor for compliance with Article VI, paragraphs F, G, H, or
--~; and,
·
a registered professional engineer or architect, in the case of:
(a)

floodproofed non-residential structures, for compliance with Article VI. G; and,

(b)

construction of structures in the coastal floodplains for compliance with Article
VI. L..3.

. The application for a Certificate of Compliance shall be· submitted by the applicant in
writing along with a completed Elevation Certificate to the Code Enforcement Officer.
The Code Enforcement Officer shall "review the application within 10 working days of
receipt of the application and shall issue a Certificate of Compliance, provided the
building conforms with the provisions of this Ordinance.

ARTICLE VIII - REVI-EWOF SUBDIVISION AND DEVELOPMENT-PROPOSALS

The Planning Board shall, when reviewing subdivisions and other.proposed
developments that require review under other federal law, state law or local ordinances or
regulations and all projects on 5 or more acres, within the floodplain or a substantial portion
thereof.or in the case of manufactured home parks divided into two or niore lots, assure that:
:i/

A

All such proposals are consistent with the need to minimize flood damage.

8.-

All public utilities and facilities, such as sewer, gas, electrical and water systems are
lo~ted and constructed to minimize or eliminate flood damages.

c.-

Adequate drain~ge is provided so as to reduce.exposure to flood hazards.

D.

All proposals include base flood elevation and, in a riverine floodplain,,floodway data.
'

.

E.

.Any proposed development plan shall include a statem·ent that the developer will req~ire
that structures on _lotsin the development be constructed in accordance with Article VI
of this ordinance and that such requirement will be inclµded in any deed, lease,
purchase and sale ~greement, or document transferring or expressing an intent to
·transfer any interesfin ·real· estate or structure, including but not, limited to a time-share
-interest. The statement Shall clearly articulate that the municipality may enforce any.
violation of the construction requirement and that fact shall also be included in the deed
or any other document previously described. The construction requirement shall also
'be·.clearly stated on any map, plat; or plan to be signed by the-Planning· Board or local
reviewing authority as part of the approval process ..

ART-ICLE IX - APPEALS AND VARIANCES

The Board of Appeals of theTown of Cumberland may, upon written application of an
aggrieved party,· hear and decide appeals from determinations of the Code Enforcement
Officer in the administration of the provisions of this Ordinance. The Board of Appeals may
grant-avariance from-the requirements of this Ordinance consistent with state law and the
following criteria:
·
·

A.

Variances shall not be granted within any designated regulatory floodway if any
increase in flood levets·during the base flood discharge would result.

B.

Variances shall be granted only upon:
1.

a showing of good and sufficient cause; and,

2.

a determination that should a flood comparable to the base flood occur, the
granting of a variance will not result in increased flood heights, additional threats to
public safety, public expense, or create nuisances, cause fraud or victimization of
the public or conflict with existing local laws or ordinances; and,

3.

a showing that the existence of the variance will not cause a conflict with other
state, federal or local laws or ordinances; and,

4.

a determination that faHure to grant the variance would result in "undue hardship,"
which in this sub-section means:
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C. D.

a.

that the 'land in question cannot yield a reasonable return unless a vari~JlCE3
_i$
granted; and,

b.

that the need for a variance is due to the unique circumstances of the
property and not to the genetal conditions in the neigh~orhood; and,

c.

that the granting of a variance will not alter the essential character of the
locality; and,

d.

that the hardship is not the result of ~ction taken by ~he applicant or a prior
owner.

V~riances shall only be issued upon a determination th.atthe variance is the minimum
necessary; considering ·the fJood·-hazard,to.afford relief.
Variances may be.issued by a community for new construction, subst~ntial
·. improvements, or other development for the conduct of a functionally ~ependent use
provided that:
·
/

1.
2.

other criteria .ofArticle IX and Artjcle VLJ are met; and,
the structure or other dev~lopme.ntis protected ·by .methods,,that,minimize flood
damages during the base flood ana create no additiorialthreats to publi9 safety.

E.

·Variances may be. issuecj by a community. for:the .reconstruction, r~habilitation, .or
, restoration of structures-listed on..the-National Hegister of Historic:.Places or.a State
lnv~ntory-of Historic Places, witho_ut.regardto the .procedures s.et:forth in Article IX,
par~graphs Athrougli_ D. ·
··
·
·· ·

F.

Any applicant who meets the criteria of.Article IX, paragraphs Athrough E shal_lbe
notified by the Board of Appeals_·inwriting :-overthe signature of the Chairman of the
Board of Appeals that:
·
·
.

.

:

.

.

1. · The issuance. of a variance to construct a structure below thebase flood level will
result in greatly increased premium rates for flood insurance up to ·amounts as high
as $25 per $100 of insurance coverage;

G.

2.

such construction below the base flood level increases risks to life and property;
and,
·

3.

the applicant agrees in writing that the applicant is fully· aware qf all the risks
inherent in the use of land subject to flooding, assumes those risks and agrees to
indemnify and defend the municipality against any claims filed against it that are
related to the applicant's decision to use land located in a floodplain and that the
applicant individually releases the municipality from any claims· the applicant may
have against the municipality that are related to the use of land located in a
floodplain.
· ·
·

The Board of Adjustment and Appeals shall submit to the Code Enforcement Officer a
report of all variance action~, including justification for the granting of the variance and
an authorization fc;>rthe Code Enforcement Officer to issue a Flood Hazard
Development.Permit, which includes any conditions to be attached to said permit.

A-RTICEE X - ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES
A.

It shall be the duty of-the Code Enforcement Officer to enforce the provisions of this
Ordinance pursuant to 30A MRSA 4452 .

B.

The penalties ·contained in 30A MRSA 4452 shall apply to any violation of this
ordinance.

C.

In addition to any other actions, the Code Enforcement Officer, upon determination by a
court of competent jurisdiction that a violation· exists, shall submit a declaration to the
Administrator o"fthe Federal Insurance Administration requesting a denial of flood
i~surance. The valid declaration shall consist of;
·

1.

. 2.

the name of the property owner and address or legal description of the property
sufficient to confirm its identity or location;
a clear and unequivocal declaration that the property is in violation _ofa cited State
1
or local law, regulation, or ordinance;

3.

a clear statement that the public body making the declaration has authority to do so
an~ a citation~1othat authority;

4.

evidence that the property owner has been provided notice of the violation and the
prospective denial·o~ insurance; and,

- Sf

a clear stateme·nt that the-declaration is being submitted pursuant to Section 1316.
of the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as amended ..

ARTICLE XI - VALIDITY AND SEVERABILITY
.

.

4

If any section or provision of this Ordinance is declared by the courts to be invalid, such
decision _shal_lnot invalidate any other section or provision of this Ordinance.

ARTICLE XII - CONFLICT WITH OTHER ORDINANCES
This Ordinance shall not in any way impair or .remove the necessity of compliance with
any other applicable rule, ordinance, regulation, bylaw, permit, or provision of ·law. Where this
Ordinance imposes a greater r~striction upon the use of land, buildings, or structures, the
provisions o·tthis Ordinance shall contra[

ARTICLE XIII.- DEFINITIONS
Unless specifically defined below, words and phrases used in this Ordinance shall have
the same meaning as they have at common law and ·10give this Ordinance its most reasonable
application. Words used in the present tense include the future, the singular number includes
the plural, and the plural number includes the singular: The word "may" is permissive; "shall" is
mandatory and not discretionary.

Adjacent Grade - means the natural elevation of the ground surface prior to construction next
to the proposed walls of a structure.
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Area of Special Flood Hazard - meansthe land in the f_loodplain
having a one-percentor .

greater chance of flooding in ·anygiven year, as specifically-identifiedin the -FloodInsurance
Study cited in Article I of this Ordinance.
·
Base Flood - means the flood ·havinga one·percentchance of being equaled or exceeded in
any given year,·commonly called the 100"'."year
flood. ·
·
.
Basement"- means any.area of.the bu;ldinghaving its {lo.orsubgrade (b~low-gro~ndlevel) on

all sid_es~

.

:

·

,.

.

·

~ mea.ns·a wall ,thatis not part of the structural suppo.rtof the bGU~ingand is
intended through its design_andconst_ruction
·tocoUapseunder specific l~te~Hoading forces,
withqut causing.damageto.the elevatedportionof the -buildingor supporting.fo·undation
system.

-Break~way Wall

Certifi~t~fof Go,mpliance- A documentsigned by t_h~Gode Enforcementpfficer stating that
·a :structure--:~s-~n-;C<>_rnpliance
'With-:;afl
·<>f
the-provisions:ofthi$Ordin.ance·.·
··
·
.

.

.

·:

Code Enforcement"Officer.- any personor board responsi_ble:forperf<>.rin_ing
the-inspection,

licensing, and enforcementduties reql.riredby'a particular ~tatute or-ordinance..
,
I

·......._..l

I

Development~ means any change caused:by tn~iviciuals,·or.-.entiti_es
~o.irr1prQved-or· _
unimprovedreal es,ate, includingJi.ut-notlitnite_d:_
to_the '.COlistructipn.
Qf"-1.l.uUQin.gs,9r
_ottler
structuies; .t_h_e
constru~~Orlof-._additions
·_or..~ul:)stant~~I
:impr.0Y.~m~:nt$:.~o:jijµ_ildi_ngf9rother
struc:t~res;a;r1ining,
_dredging,_
fi11in{J/
grading,-:pavirig~
~xc.ay.atiqn,
erdri(JiQ·g~q'i:>~:t~tig~s
or
sto~ag·eof Eiquiprn,ent
or rriatenals;and the -storage,
'deposition.,·orextraction·'Of·materials,
public orprivate sewage
disposal systemsor water sl.ippty:facilities. ·
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Elevated Building - means a non.;.basetnent
building.·
.

.

· (i.)
. :built, in the case-ofa building in.Zones A1_..:30
or,Ato have the.top :ofthe
elevated floor,·or in the case.of a building in Zones V1-30 to have the bottom of the
lowest horizontal structural memberof the elevated-floorelevated above the
ground .levelby means of. pilings,columns·,post,
and
, piers,·.or"stilts;"
.
.

(ii_) adequately anchoredso as not to impair the structural integrity of the
building during a flood of up to two feet above the magnitude of the base flood.
In the case of Zones A1-30 or A elevated building also includes a building elevated by means
of fillor solid foundation perimeter walls with openings sufficient to facilitate-the unimpeded
movement of flood waters. In the case of Zone V1 -30, "elevated building" also .includesa
building otherwise meeting the definition of" elevated building," even though the lower area is
enclosed by means of breakaway walls, if the breakawaywalls meet the standards of Article
VI.L.2.c.3.
Elevation Certificate - An offidal form (FEMA Form 81-31, 05/93, as amended).that

(i)

is used to verify compliancewith the floodplain management regulationsof the
National Flood Insurance Program;and,
·

(iif. ·is required for purch~sing_flood insurance.
Flood or Flooding - means:
(a)

A general and temporary condition of partial or complete inundation of normally dry
land areas from:
{1)

The overflow of inland or tidal waters.

-(2) The unusual and rapid accumulation or runoff of surface waters from any
source.
(b)

The collapse or subsidence of land along the ·shore of a lake or other body of water
as a result of erosion or undermining caused by waves or currents of water ·
exceeding anticipat~d cyclical levels or suddenly caused by an unusually high
_wate(level in a natural body of-water, accompanied by a severe storm, or by an
·unanticipated·force of nature, such as fl~sh flood or an abnormal _tidalsurge, or by
some .similarly unusual and unforeseeable event which results irr flooding as
defined in paragraph -(a}(1) ofthis definition.· ·

Flood Elevatiqn';,Study
- -means.an examination,.·evaluation.and determination of flood
hazards and, if appropriate, corresponding water surface elevations. :
Flood Insurance Fl~te
Map (FIRM)-~ means ar, official map of a community, on which the
Adn,iriistrator:of the Federal Insurance Administrat~on.has delineated both the special hazard
areas .an~ the rjsk prerhilinf zones applicabl'3Jo·:the community~
.

.

.

.

Flood_Insurance Study.;.see Flooci:Bevatioil Study.

Floodplain or Flood-prone Area - means any land area susceptible to being inundated by
water from any source (see -flooding)~ ·
Floodplain Management ~ means .the-operation ·of an .overall .program of corrective and
preventive measures for reducing flood damage, includi11gbut not limited to emergency
prepared~ess plans, flood -contro·Iw9rks, and floodplain management regulations.
Floodplain Management Regulations ~:means zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations,
building codes, health regulations, special purpose ordinances ·(such as a floodplain
Ordinance, grading ordinance, and erosion control ordinance} and other applications of police
power. The term describes such state or local regulations, in any combination thereof, which
provide standards for the purpose of flood damage prevention and reduction.
Floodproofing- - means any co·mbination of structural and non..;structuraladditions, changes,
or adjustments to structures which reduce or eliminate flood damage to real estate or improved
real property, water and sanitary facilities, structures and contents.
Floodway - see Regulatory Floodway.
Floodway Encroachment ·unes - mean the lines marking the limits of floodways on federal,
. state, and local floodplain maps.
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Freeboard - means a factor·ot--safety usual,y e:Xp-ressed·infeet-above aflood:level ror
,
purposes of floodplain management. Freeboard tends to compensate for the many· unknown
factors, such as wave action, bridge openings, and the hydrological effect of urbanization of
the watershed, that-could contribute· to-flood heights greater than the height calculated for a
selected size flood and floodway conditions.

:FunctionallyDependentUse·:~·::means·.a·use.:which
cannotperform its.intended purpose
unless it is: lo(?cltedor. earned out:in-closErproximity-to water~·..:ThErterm.includes· only docking
facilities, port facilities thatare· necessary'forthe loading·..and·unloading of cargo or
· · .
·
pa~sengers·, and ship building and ship repair-facilities, but does.not.include long~term storage
or related manufacturing·facilities .

. Historic Structure - .means any structure that is:
a.

Listed individually in Jhe National Register of Historic Places (a listing maintained
by the Department of Interior) or preliminarily determined by the Secretary of the
Interior as meeting the requirements for individual listing
on the
National Register;
.
.
i

. b~.•· · -Oe·rtified·or:preJimi-narily._determined
by::the;Secretary...ofthe Interior as :contnbuting
to the ·historical significance ofa registered historic district or a district pre~iminarily
determined by the Secretary of the -Interior to qualifyas a.~gistered historic district;
.r·

,.

c.

Individually listed on a state inventory of historic p_lacesin states with historic
prese.rvation programs which ·have been approved by the Secretary of the Interior;
or

d.

Individually listed _on~ local inventory of historic places in communities .With historic
preservation programs that have been certified either:

1)

2)

By an approved state program as determined by the Secretary of the
Interior, or·

Directly:.by
.the Secretary:ofthe Interiorin states without·app.roved; ~
programs~

Locally Established Datum - means, for purposes of this ordinance, an elevation established
for a specific·site to which all other elevations.at the site are ·referenced. This elevation is
generally not referenced to ·the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) or any other
established datum and is useq in areas where Mean Sea Level data is too far from a specific
site to· be practically used. ·
Lowest Floor - means the lowest floor of the lowest enclosed area (including basement). An
unfinished or flood resistant enclosure, usable solely for parking of vehicles, building access or
storage in an area other than basement area is not considered a buil~ing's lowest floor,
provided that such enclosure is not built so as to render the structure in violation of the ·
applicable non-elevation design requirements described in Article VI of this ordinance.

a

Manufactured.Home - means a structure, transportable in one or more sections, which. is built
on a permanent chassis and is designed for use with or without a permanent foundation when
connected to the required utilities. For floodplain management purposes the term
·
manufactured home also includes park trailers, travel trailers, and other similar vehicles placed
on a site for greater than 180 consecutive days.
15

Ma()ufactured Home Park·(?r·Subclivislon - means a parcel (or.contiguous parcel$}.of lam;t
divided into two or more (!lanufactured home lots for rent ~r sale.. ·
· ·
··

Sea

Mean
Level - means, for purposes of the National Flood Insurance Program, the National
Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) of 1929, or other datum, to which base flood elevations
shown on a community's Flood Insurance Rate map are referenced.
New Con·struction- means structures for which·the "start of construction" commenced on or
after the ·effectivedate of floo.cfplainmanagEuneri~
regulationsadopted by a community and
includes any subsequent im·provements.t<>:°
such:structures.
.~
10~year flood - see Base Flood.
\ R~creati6nal Vehicle - means a vehicle which is:

(a)

built on a $ingle 9~assis;.

,~

(b)
400 square feet or less when measured at the ·largest h9rizontal
projection;
(c)

designed to be ·self-pro~lled or permanentlytowaple.by a light duty
truck; and ·
·
·
· ·{, -·

(d)
des{gnedprimarily not for~~f3as a permanent dwelling but as a
temporary living quarters for recreational,·c~mping·,trave1,_orseasonal use.

R~gulatory Floodway (i) · means the chan·nelof a river or otner water course and the adjacent land areas
that must b~ res~rved i_n-ordert9 f;f_i$charge
the base flood without cumulatively
increasingthe water surface elevat~onmore than on_e
.foot,and

(Ii);., in-riverine.areas is considered1o be the channel ofa river.or.other wate.rcourse
and the adjacent land areas to distance of one-half the width
of the floodplain, as
measured from the normal high water mark to the upland limit of the floodplain;

a

.

.

.

Riverine - means relating to,.formed by, or resembling a river-(includingtributaries), stream,
brook, etc. ·
·· · ·
·
Special Flood Hazard Area - see Area of Special Flood Hazard
Start of Co11struction
- means the date the building permit was issued, provided the actual

start of construction, repair, reconstruction, .rehabilitation,addition, p,acement, substantial
improve·mentor other improvement was within :1aodays of the permit ciate. The act_ualstart
means either the first placement or permanent construction of a structure on a site, :such as the
pouring of slab or footings,..the installation of piles, the construction of colu·mris,or.any work
beyond the stage of excavation; orthe placement of a manufactured home on a foundat~on.
Permanent construction does :not include land preparation, such as clearing_,grading and
filling; nor does it.include the.installation of streets and/or walkways; nor does-it include
excavation for basement,footings, piers, or foundations or the erection of temporary forms; nor
does it include the installation on the property of accessory buildings, such as garages or
sheds not occupied as dwelling·units ornot part of the main structure. For a substantial
16

improvement, the actual start of construction means the first alteration of-any wall, ceiling,
floor, or other structural part of building, whether or not that alteration affects the external·
dimensions of the building. .

a

Structure - means, for floodplain management purposes, a walled and .roofed building. A gas
or liquid storage tank that is principally above ground is also a structure.·
Substantial Damage - means, damage.ofany-origin:-~ustaJned.by a.structure. whereby the
co·st of restoring the structure to its before damage-condition would equal or-exceed 50 percent
of the market value of the structure before the damage· occurred.
Substantial Improvement - means any reconstruction, -rehabilitation, addition, or other
improvement of a s~ructure·,the cost of-which equals or exceeds 50 percent of .the market
value of the structure•before the·start of construction of the improvement. ·This term includes
structures which have incurred substantial damage, :regardless of the actual repair work
performed. The term does not, however, include either:
. ,.

(1)

Any project for improvement of a structure to correct existing violations of state or
local health, sanitary, or.safety,C0.9e ~pacifications which have.been identified by
the local code enforcement official and which are the minimum necessary to
assure safe living conditions; or
. t·

(2)

.

t

.

Any alteration of a historic structure, provided that the alteration will not
pr~clude the structure's continued designation as a historic structure.

Variance - means a grant of relief by
.regulation.

acommunity from the terms of a floodplain management

a

Violation - means the failure of structure or development to comply with a community's
floodplain management regulatiqns.

ARTICLE XIV·- WARNING AND DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
The degree of flood ·protection required by this- ordinance is considered reasonable for
regulatory purposes ~nd is ..based on scientific and engineering considerations. Larger floods
can and will occur on rare occasions. Flood heights may be increased by man-made or natural
causes .. This ordinance does not imply that-land outside the areas of special flood hazards or
uses permitted within such areas will be free from flooding or flood damages. This ordinance
shall not create liability on the .part of the Town of Cumberland or by any officer or employee
thereof for any flood damages that result from reliance on this ordinance or any administrative
decision lawfully made thereunder.

ARTICLE XV- ABROGATION
.This Ordinance repeals and replaces any municipal ordinance previously enacted to
comply with the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 (P.L. 90-488, as amended).

Rev. 02/92
Amended 11/25/96
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING AND ADOPTING THE
MODEL FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT ORDINANCE

The enclosed Model Floodplain Management Ordinance has been customized, as much as
possible, for your community. The Ordinance provided usually designates the Code Enforcement
Officer as the permitting authority; the town may choose to designate the Planning Board as having
that authority. If the town would like to make that or any other changes to the ordinance, please
contact the State Planning Office (SPO) and ask for one of the Floodplain Management Staff. They
will be happy to make that change for you. It is strongly recommended that before any changes
are made to the model, contact should be made with the Floodplain Management Staff at the
SPO to be certain that the proposed changes are consistent with the minimum Federal
requirements for participation in the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP).
In Article IV, the amount of the application fee is strictly a local option but should be
sufficient to cover the costs for administering and enforcing this ordinance. It is recommended that
the Flood Hazard Development Permit fee be $50.00 for new construction and substantial
improvements; and $25.00 for minor development. It is also acceptable to insert language allowing
the Board of Selectmen or the municipal Council to establish the fees.
When using a model floodplain management ordinance, make sure all blanks are filled prior to
enacting the ordinance, and that the ordinance references the most current Flood Insurance Rate Map
(FIRM) and Flood Insurance Study (FIS) dates, or Flood Hazard Boundary Map date.
The floodplain management ordinance must be adopted in accordance with MRSA Title
30-A § 4352. To enact the floodplain management ordinance, a public hearing to allow for citizen
input and comments on the proposed ordinance is required prior to enactment.
In accordance with the above MRSA title, Maine law requires that the municipal reviewing
authority must post and publish notice of the required public hearing to meet the following two
provisions: "A) The notice must be posted in the municipal office at least 13 days before the
public hearing; B) The notice must be published at least 2 times in a newspaper that complies with
Title 1, section 601 and that has a general circulation in the municipality. The date of the first
publication must be at least 12 days before the hearing and the date of the 2nd publication must
be at least 7 days before the hearing. That notice must be written in plain English, understandable
by the average citizen."
Following the public hearing, the proposed ordinance shall be attested and posted in the manner
provided for town meetings. One copy of the proposed ordinance shall be certified by the municipal
officers to the municipal clerk at least seven days prior to the day of meeting to be preserved as a public
record. Copies shall be available at that time for distribution to the voters by the municipal clerk as
well as at the time of the town meeting.
The subject matter of the proposed ordinance shall be reduced to the question: "Shall an
ordinance entitled 'Floodplain Management Ordinance' be enacted?", and shall be submitted to the
town meeting for action either as an article in the warrant or a question on a secret ballot. In addition,

1

when a community is first applying to join the NFIP, the Resolution must be entered as a separate
question and warrant/ballot item as follows: "Shall a resolution entitled 'Resolution For Applying
For Flood Insurance' be adopted?"
If your community adopts the ordinance please send three complete copies certified as "A
True Copy" by the municipal clerk to the State Floodplain Management Program, State Planning
Office, 38 State House Station, 184 State Street, Augusta, ME 04333- 0038. (If possible include an
electronic copy of the ordinance.) When first applying to join the NFIP, also send in the completed
Application and adopted Resolution. The staff at the Floodplain Management Program will review the
ordinance for compliance with NFIP regulations, and will forward copies of the review and ordinance
to the Federal Emergency Management Agency and the community's regional planning agency. If you
have any questions in regard to the above or need additional assistance, please call the Maine
Floodplain Management Program at 287-3261.
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ARTICLE I-PURPOSE AND ESTABLISHMENT
Certain areas of the Town of Cumberland, Maine are subject to periodic flooding, causing serious
damages to properties within these areas. Relief is available in the form of flood insurance as authorized
by the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968.
Therefore, the Town of Cumberland, Maine has chosen to become a participating community in the
National Flood Insurance Program, and agrees to comply with the requirements of the National Flood
Insurance Act of 1968 (P.L. 90-488, as amended) as delineated in this Floodplain Management Ordinance.
It is the intent of the Town of Cumberland, Maine to require the recognition and evaluation of flood
hazards in all official actions relating to land use in the floodplain areas having special flood hazards.
The Town of Cumberland has the legal authority to adopt land use and control measures to reduce future
flood losses pursuant to Title 30-A MRSA, Sections 3001-3007, 4352, 4401-4407, and Title 38 MRSA,
Section 440 .
. The National Flood Insurance Program, established in the aforesaid Act, provides that areas of the Town.
of Cumberland having a special flood hazard be identified by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency and that floodplain management measures be applied in such flood hazard areas. This Ordinance
establishes a Flood Hazard Development Permit system and review procedure for development activities
in the designated flood hazard areas of the Town of Cumberland, Maine.
The areas of special flood hazard, A, Al-30, and Vl-30, are identified by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency in a report entitled "Flood Insurance Study - Town of Cumberland, Maine,
Cumberland County," dated July October 15, 1985 with accompanying "Flood Insurance Rate Map" dated
July 15, 1992, which are hereby adopted by reference and declared to be a part of this Ordinance.

ARTICLE II - PERMIT REQUIRED
Before any construction or other development (as defined in Article XIV), including the placement of
manufactured homes, begins within any areas of special flood hazard established in Article I, a Flood
Hazard Development Permit shall be obtained from the Code Enforcement Officer except as provided in
Article VII. This permit shall be in addition to any other permits which may be required pursuant to the
codes and ordinances of the Town of Cumberland, Maine.

ARTICLE III -APPLICATION FOR PERMIT
The application for a Flood Hazard Development Permit shall be submitted to the Code Enforcement
Officer and shall include:
A. The name, address and phone number of the applicant, owner, and contractor;
B. An address and a map indicating the location of the construction site;
C. A site plan showing location of existing and/or proposed development, including but not limited to
structures, sewage disposal facilities, water supply facilities, areas to be cut and filled, and lot
dimensions;
D. A statement of the intended use of the structure and/or development;
Cumberfancf J{oocfp{ain
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E.

A statement of the cost of the development including all materials and labor;

F.

A statement as to the type of sewage system proposed;

G. Specification of dimensions of the proposed structure and/or development;
[Items H-K.3. apply only to new construction and substantial improvements.]
H. The elevation in relation to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD), North American Vertical
Datum (NA VD), or to a locally established datum in Zone A only, of the:
1. base flood at the proposed site of all new or substantially improved structures, which is
determined:
a.

in Zones Al-30, and Vl-30 from data contained in the "Flood Insurance Study- Town of
Cumberland, Maine," as described in Article I; or,

b.

in Zone A:
(1) from any base flood elevation data from federal, state, or other technical sources (such
as FEMA's Quick-2 model, FEMA 265/July 1995), including information obtained
pursuant to Article VLK. and IX.D.;
(2) from the contour elevation extrapolated from a best fit analysis of the floodplain
boundary when overlaid onto a USGS Quadrangle Map or other topographic map
prepared by a Professional Land Surveyor or registered professional engineer, if the
floodplain boundary has a significant correlation to the elevation contour line(s); or, in
the absence of all other data,
(3) to be the elevation of the ground at the intersection of the floodplain boundary and a line
perpendicular to the shoreline which passes along the ground through the site of the
proposed building.
(4) in coastal zones use the US. Army Corps of Engineers' Tidal Flood Profiles New
England Coastline,, September 1988 to select the 100-year Frequency Tidal Flood
appropriate for the development site's location on the profile.

2. highest and lowest grades at the site adjacent to the walls of the proposed building;
3. lowest floor, including basement; and whether or not such structures contain a basement; and,
4. level, in the case of non-residential structures only, to which the structure will be floodproofed;
I.

A description of an elevation reference point established on the site of all developments for which
elevation standards apply as required in Article VI;
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J.

A written certification by a Professional Land Surveyor, registered professional engineer or architect,
that the base flood elevation and grade elevations shown on the application are accurate

K. The following certifications as required in Article VI by a registered professional engineer or
architect:
1.

a Floodproofing Certificate (FEMA Form 81-65, 03/09, as amended), to verify that the tloodproofing
methods for any non-residential structureswill meet the tloodproofing criteria of Article 111.H.4.;
Article VI.G.; and other applicable standards in Article VI;

2.

a V-Zone Certificate to verify that the construction in coastal high hazard areas, Zone Vl-30, will
meet the criteria of Article VI.P.; and other applicable standards in Article VI;

3.

a Hydraulic Openings Certificate to verify that engineered hydraulic openings in foundation
walls will meet the standards of Article VI.L.2.a.;

4.

a certified statement that bridges will meet the standards of ArticleVI.M.;

5. a certified statement that containment walls will meet the standards of Article VI.N.;
L. A description of the extent to which any water course will be altered or relocated as a result of the
proposed development; and,
M. A statement of construction plans describing in detail how each applicable development standard in
Article VI will be met.
ARTICLE IV - APPLICATION FEE AND EXPERT'S FEE

A non-refundable application fee of$25.00 for all minor development and $50.00 for all new construction
or substantial improvements shall be paid to the Town with a copy of a receipt for the same shall
accompany the application.
An additional fee maybe charged if the Code Enforcement Officer and/or Board of Appeals needs the

assistance of a professional engineer or other expert. The expert's fee shall be paid in full by the applicant
within 10 days after the town submits a bill to the applicant. Failure to pay the bill shall constitute a
violation of the ordinance and be grounds for the issuance of a stop work order. An expert shall not be
hired by the municipality at the expense of an applicant until the applicant has either consented to such
hiring in writing or been given an opportunity to be heard on the subject. An applicant who is dissatisfied
with a decision to hire expert assistance may appeal that decision to the Board of Appeals.
ARTICLE V - REVIEW STANDARDS FOR FLOOD HAZARD DEVELOPMENT PERMIT
APPLICATIONS

The Code Enforcement Officer shall:

CumfJerfancf :fCoocfy[ain Ordinance
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A.

Review all applications for the Flood Hazard Development Permit to assure that proposed
developments are reasonably safe from flooding and to determine that all pertinent requirements of
Article VI (Development Standards) have been, or will be met;

B.

Utilize, in the review of all Flood Hazard Development Permit applications:
1.

the base flood and floodway data contained in the "Flood Insurance Study - Town of
Cumberland, Maine," as described in Article I.;

2.

in special flood hazard areas where base flood elevation and floodway data are not provided, the
Code Enforcement Officer shall obtain, review and reasonably utilize any base flood elevation
and floodway data from federal, state, or other technical sources, including information obtained
pursuant to Article III.H.1.b.; Article VLK.; and Article IX.D., in order to administer Article VI
of this Ordinance; and,

3.

when the community establishes a base flood elevation in a Zone A by methods outlined in
Article III.H.1.b., the community shall submit that data to the Maine Floodplain Management
Program in the State Planning Office.

C.

Make interpretations of the location of boundaries of special flood hazard areas shown on the maps
described in Article I of this Ordinance;

D.

In the review of Flood Hazard Development Permit applications, determine that all necessary permits
have been obtained from those federal, state, and local government agencies from which prior
approval is required by federal or state law, including but not limited to Section 404 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, 33 U.S.C. 1344;

E.

Notify adjacent municipalities, the Department of Environmental Protection, and the Maine
Floodplain Management Program in the State Planning Office prior to any alteration or relocation of a
water course and submit copies of such notifications to the Federal Emergency Management Agency;

F.

If the application satisfies the requirements of this Ordinance, approve the issuance of one of the
following Flood Hazard Development Permits, based on the type of development:
1.

A two-part Flood Hazard Development Permit for elevated structures. Part I shall authorize the
applicant to build a structure to and including the first horizontal floor only above the base flood
level. At that time the applicant shall provide the Code Enforcement Officer with a Elevation
Certificate completed by a Professional Land Surveyor, registered professional engineer or
architect based on the Part I permit construction, "as built", for verifying compliance with the
elevation requirements of Article VI, paragraphs F, G, H, or P. Following review of the
Elevation Certificate data, which shall take place within 72 hours of receipt of the application,
the Code Enforcement Officer shall issue Part II of the Flood Hazard Development Permit. Part
II shall authorize the applicant to complete the construction project; or,

2.

A Flood Hazard Development Permit for Floodproofing of Non-Residential Structures that are
new construction or substantially improved non-residential structures that are not being elevated
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but that meet the floodproofing standards of Article VI.G. l .a.,b., and c. The application for this
permit shall include a Floodproofing Certificate signed by a registered professional engineer or
architect; or,
3.

A Flood Hazard Development Permit for Minor Development for all development that is not new
construction or a substantial improvement, such as repairs, maintenance, renovations, or additions,
whose value is less than 50% of the market value of the structure. Minor development also includes,
but is not limited to: accessory structures as provided for in Article VI.J., mining, dredging, filling,
grading, paving, excavation, drilling operations, storage of equipment or materials, deposition or
extraction of materials, public or private sewage disposal systems or water supply facilities that do
not involve structures; and non-structural projects such as bridges, dams, towers, fencing, pipelines,
wharves, and piers.

For development that requires review and approval as a Conditional Use, as provided for in this
Ordinance, the Flood Hazard Development Permit Application shall be acted upon by the Planning Board
as required in Article VII.
G. Maintain, as a permanent record, copies of all Flood Hazard Development Permit Applications,
corresponding Permits issued, and data relevant thereto, including reports of the Board of Appeals on
variances granted under the provisions of Article X of this Ordinance, and copies of Elevation
Certificates, Floodproofing Certificates, Certificates of Compliance and certifications of design
standards required under the provisions of Articles III, VI, and VIII of this Ordinance.
ARTICLE VI- DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
All developments in areas of special flood hazard shall meet the following applicable standards:
A. All Development - All development shall:
1.

be designed or modified and adequately anchored to prevent flotation (excluding piers and
docks), collapse or lateral movement of the development resulting from hydrodynamic and
hydrostatic loads, including the effects of buoyancy;

2.

use construction materials that are resistant to flood damage;

3.

use construction methods and practices that will minimize flood damage; and

4.

use electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing, and air conditioning equipment, and other service
facilities that are designed and/or located to prevent water from entering or accumulating within
the components during flooding conditions.

B. Water Supply- All new and replacement water supply systems shall be designed to minimize or

eliminate infiltration of flood waters into the systems.
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C. Sanitary Sewage Systems - All new and replacement sanitary sewage systems shall be designed and
located to minimize or eliminate infiltration of flood waters into the system and discharges from the
system into flood waters.
D. On Site Waste Disposal Systems - On-site waste disposal systems shall be located and constructed
to avoid impairment to them or contamination from them during floods.
E. Watercourse Carrying Capacity - All development associatedwith altered or relocated portions of a
watercourse shallbe constructed and maintained in such a manner that no reduction occurs in the flood
carrying capacity of the watercourse.

F.

Residential - New construction or substantial improvement of any residential structure located
within:

1.

Zone Al-30 shall have the lowest floor (including basement) elevated to at least two feet above
the base flood elevation.

2.

Zone A shall have the lowest floor (including basement) elevated to at least two feet above the
base flood elevation utilizing information obtained pursuant to Article III.H. l .b.; Article V.B.; or
Article IX.D.

3.

Zone Vl-30 shall meet the requirements of Article VI.P.

G. Non Residential - New construction or substantialimprovement of any non-residentialstructure located
within:
1.

2.

Zone Al-30 shall have the lowest floor (including basement) elevated to at least two feet above
the base flood elevation, or together with attendant utility and sanitary facilities shall:
a.

be floodproofed to at least two feet above the base flood elevation so that below that
elevation the structure is watertight with walls substantially impermeable to the passage of
water;

b.

have structural components capable of resisting hydrostatic and hydrodynamic loads and the
effects of buoyancy; and,

c.

be certifiedby a registered professional engineer or architectthat the floodproofing design and
methods of construction are in accordance with accepted standards of practice for meeting
the provisions of this section. Such certification shall be provided with the application for a
Flood Hazard Development Permit, as required by Article III.K. and shall include a record of
the elevation above mean sea level to which the structure is floodproofed.

Zone A shall have the lowest floor (including basement) elevated to at least two feet above the
base flood elevation utilizing information obtained pursuant to Article III.H.1.b.; Article
V.B.; or Article IX.D., or
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a.

3.

together with attendant utility and sanitary facilities meet the floodproofing standards of Article
VI.G.l.

Zone Vl-30 shall meet the requirements of Article VI.P.

H. Manufactured Homes - New or substantially improved manufactured homes located within:
1.

Zone Al-30 shall:
a.

be elevated such that the lowest floor (including basement) of the manufactured home is at
least two feet above the base flood elevation;

b.

be on a permanent foundation, which may be poured masonry slab or foundation walls, with
hydraulic openings, or may be reinforced piers or block supports, any of which support the
manufactured home so that no weight is supported by its wheels and axles; and,

c.

be securely anchored to an adequately anchored foundation system to resist flotation, collapse, or
lateral movement. Methods of anchoring may include, but are not limited to:
(1) over-the-top ties anchored to the ground at the four comers of the manufactured home,
plus two additional ties per side ·at intermediate points (manufactured homes less than 50
feet long require one additional tie per side); or by,
(2) frame ties at each comer of the home, plus five additional ties along each side at
intermediate points (manufactured homes less than 50 feet long require four additional
ties per side).
(3) all components of the anchoring system described in Article VI.H.1.c.(l )&(2) shall be
capable of carrying a force of 4800 pounds.

2.

3.
I.

Zone A shall:
a.

be elevated on a permanent foundation, as described in Article VI.H.1.b., such that the
lowest floor (including basement) of the manufactured home is at least two feet above the
base flood elevation utilizing information obtained pursuant to Article III.H.1.b.; Article
V.B; or Article IX.D.; and

b.

meet the anchoring requirements of Article VI.H.1.c.

Zone Vl-30 shall meet the requirements of Article VI.P.

Recreational Vehicles - Recreational Vehicles located within:
1.

Zones A, and Al-30 shall either:
a.

be on the site for fewer than 180 consecutive days,
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2.

J.

K.

b.

be fully licensed and ready for highway use. A recreational vehicle is ready for highway use
if it is on its wheels or jacking system, is attached to the site only by quick disconnect type
utilities and security devices, and has no permanently attached additions; or,

c.

be permitted in accordance with the elevation and anchoring requirements for "manufactured homes"
in Article VI.H.1.

Zone Vl-30 shallmeet the requirementsof either Article VI.I.1.a orb., or Article VI.P.

Accessory Structures - Accessory Structures, as defined in Article XIV, located within Zones Al30, and A, shall be exempt from the elevation criteria required in Article VLF. & G. above, if all other
requirements of Article VI and all the following requirements are met. Accessory Structures shall:
1.

be 500 square feet or less and have a value less than $3000;

2.

have unfinished interiors and not be used for human habitation;

3.

have hydraulic openings, as specified in Article VI.L.2., in at least two different walls of the
accessory structure;

4.

be located outside the floodway;

5.

when possible be constructed and placed on the building site so as to offer the minimum
resistance to the flow of floodwaters and be placed further from the source of flooding than is the
primary structure; and,

6.

have only ground fault interrupt electrical outlets. The electric service disconnect shall be
located above the base flood elevation and when possible outside the Special Flood Hazard Area.

Floodways 1.

In Zone Al-30 riverine areas, encroachments, including fill, new construction, substantial
improvement, and other development shall not be permitted within a regulatory floodway which
is designated on the community's "Flood Insurance Rate Map," unless a technical evaluation
certified by a registered professional engineer is provided demonstrating that such encroachments
will not result in any increase in flood levels within the community during the occurrence of the
base flood discharge.

2.

In Zones Al-30, and A riverine areas, for which no regulatory floodway is designated,
encroachments, including fill, new construction, substantial improvement, and other development
shall not be permitted in the floodway as determined in Article VI.K.3. unless a technical
evaluation certified by a registered professional engineer is provided demonstrating that the
cumulative effect of the proposed development, when combined with all other existing
development and anticipated development:
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3.

L.

a.

will not increase the water surface elevation of the base flood more than one foot at any
point within the community; and,

b.

is consistent with the technical criteria contained in Chapter 5 entitled "Hydraulic Analyses,"
Flood Insurance Study - Guidelines and Specifications for Study Contractors, (FEMA 37/
January 1995, as amended).

In Zones Al-30, and A riverine areas for which no regulatory floodway is designated, the
regulatory floodway is determined to be the channel of the river or other water course and the
adjacent land areas to a distance of one-half the width of the floodplain as measured from the
normal high water mark to the upland limit of the floodplain.

Enclosed Areas Below the Lowest Floor- New construction or substantial improvement of any
structure in Zones Al-30, and A that meets the development standards of Article VI, including the
elevation requirements of Article VI, paragraphs F, G, or H and is elevated on posts, columns, piers,
piles, "stilts," or crawl spaces may be enclosed below the base flood elevation requirements provided
all the following criteria are met or exceeded:
1.

Enclosed areas are not "basements" as defined in Article XIV;

2.

Enclosed areas shall be designed to automatically equalize hydrostatic flood forces on exterior
walls by allowing for the entry and exit of flood water. Designs for meeting this requirement
must either:
a.

be engineered and certified by a registered professional engineer or architect; or,

b.

meet or exceed the following minimum criteria:
(1) a minimum of two openings having a total net area of not less than one square inch for
every square foot of the enclosed area;
(2) the bottom of all openings shall be below the base flood elevation and no higher than
one foot above the lowest grade; and,
(3) openings may be equipped with screens, louvers, valves, or other coverings or devices
provided that they permit the entry and exit of flood waters automatically without any
external influence or control such as human intervention, including the use of electrical
and other non-automatic mechanical means;

3. The enclosed area shall not be used for human habitation; and,
4. The enclosed areas are usable solely for building access, parking of vehicles, or storage.

M. Bridges - New construction or substantial improvement of any bridge in Zones Al-30, A, and Vl-30
shall be designed such that:
Cum6er[and
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1.

when possible, the lowest horizontal member (excluding the pilings, or columns) is elevated to at
least two feet above the base flood elevation; and

2.

a registered professional engineer shall certify that:
the structural design and methods of construction shall meet the elevation requirements of this
section and the floodway standards of Article VLK.; and

b.

the foundation and superstructure attached thereto are designed to resist flotation, collapse
and lateral movement due to the effects of wind and water loads acting simultaneously on all
structural components. Water loading values used shall be those associated with the base
flood.

ContainmentWalls - New construction or substantial improvement of any containment wall located within:
1.

0.

a.

Zones Al-30, A, and Vl-30 shall:
a.

have the containment wall elevated to at least two feet above the base flood elevation;

b.

have structural components capable of resisting hydrostatic and hydrodynamic loads and the
effects of buoyancy; and,

c.

be certifiedby a registered professional engineer or architectthat the design and methodsof construction
are in accordance with acceptedstandardsof practice for meeting the provisions of this section. Such
certificationshall be provided with the applicationfor a FloodHazardDevelopment Permit,as required
by Article IIl.K.

Wharves, Piers and Docks - New construction or substantial improvement of wharves, piers, and
docks are permitted in Zones Al-30, A, and Vl-30, in and over water and seaward of the mean high
tide if the following requirements are met:

P.

1.

wharves, piers, and docks shall comply with all applicable local, state, and federal regulations;
and

2.

for commercial wharves, piers, and docks, a registered professional engineer shall develop or
review the structural design, specifications, and plans for the construction.

Coastal Floodplains 1.

All new construction located within Zones Al-30, A, and Vl-30 shall be located landward of the
reach of mean high tide except as provided in Article VI.P.6.

2.

New construction or substantial improvement of any structure located within Zone Vl-30 shall:
a.

Cum6er[an£
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(1) the bottom of the lowest horizontal structural member of the lowest floor (excluding the
pilings or columns) is elevated to two feet above the base flood elevation;
(2) the pile or column foundation and the elevated portion of the structure attached thereto is
anchored to resist flotation, collapse, and lateral movement due to the effects of wind and
water loads acting simultaneously on all building components; and,
(3) water loading values used shall be those associated with the base flood. Wind loading
values used shall be those required by applicable state and local building standards.
b.

have the space below the lowest floor:
(1) free of obstructions; or,
(2) constructed with open wood lattice-work, or insect screening intended to collapse under wind and
water without causing collapse, displacement, or other structural damage to the elevated portion
of the building or supporting piles or columns; or,
(3) constructed with non-supporting breakaway walls that have a design safe loading
resistance of not less than 10 or more than 20 pounds per square foot.

c.

require a registered professional engineer or architect to:
(1) develop or review the structural design, specifications, and plans for the construction,
which must meet or exceed the technical criteria contained in the Coastal Construction
Manual, (FEMA-55/June, 2000); and,
(2) certify that the design and methods of construction to be used are in accordance with accepted
standards of practice for meeting the criteria of Article VI.P .2.

3.

The use of fill for structural support in Zone Vl-30 is prohibited.

4. Human alteration of sand dunes within Zone Vl-30 is prohibited unless it can be demonstrated that
such alterations will not increase potential flood damage.
5.

The area below the lowest floor shall be used solely for parking vehicles, building access, and
storage.

6.

Conditional Use - Lobster sheds and fishing sheds may be located seaward of mean high tide and
shall be exempt from the elevation requirement in Article VI.G. only if permitted as a Conditional
Use following review and approval by the Planning Board, as provided in Article VII, and if all the
following requirements and those of Article VI.A., VLK., and VI.L. are met:
a.

The conditional use shall be limited to low value structures such as metal or wood sheds 200
square feet or less and shall not exceed more than one story.
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b.

c.

The structure shall be securely anchored to the wharf or pier to resist flotation, collapse, and
lateral movement due to the effect of wind and water loads acting simultaneously on all building
components.
The structurewill not adversely increase wave or debris impact forces affectingnearby buildings.

d.

The structure shall have unfinished interiors and shall not be used for human habitation.

e.

Any mechanical, utility equipment and fuel storage tanks must be anchored and either elevated or
floodproofed to two feet above the base flood elevation.

f.

All electrical outlets shall be ground fault interrupt type. The electrical service disconnect shall be located
on shore above the base flood elevation and when possible outside the Special Flood Hazard Area.

ARTICLE VII - CONDITIONAL USE REVIEW
The Planning Board shall hear and decide upon applications for conditional uses provided for in this
Ordinance. The Planning Board shall hear and approve, approve with conditions, or disapprove all
applications for conditional uses. An applicant informed by the Code Enforcement Officer that a
Conditional Use Permit is required shall file an application for the permit with the Planning Board.
A.

B.

Review Procedure for a Conditional Use Flood Hazard Development Permit
1.

The Flood Hazard Development Permit Application with additional information attached
addressing how each of the conditional use criteria specified in the Ordinance will be satisfied,
may serve as the permit application for the Conditional Use Permit.

2.

Before deciding any application, the Planning Board shall hold a public hearing on the
application within thirty days of their receipt of the application.

3.

If the Planning Board findsthat the application satisfies all relevant requirements of the ordinance, the
Planning Board must approve the application or approve with conditions within45 days of the date of the
public hearing.

4.

A Conditional Use Permit issued under the provisions ofthis Ordinance shall expire if the work or
change involved is not commenced within 180 days of the issuance of the permit by the Planning
Board.

5.

The applicant shall be notified by the Planning Board in writing over the signature of the Chairman of
the Planning Board that flood insurance is not available for structures located entirely over water or
seaward of mean high tide.

Expansion of Conditional Uses
1. No existing building or use of premises may be expanded or enlarged without a permit issued
under this section if that building or use was established or constructed under a previously issued
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Conditional Use Permit or if it is a building or use which would require a Conditional Use Permit
if being newly-established or constructed under this Ordinance.

ARTICLE VIII - CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
No land in a special flood hazard area shall be occupied or used and no structure which is constructed or
substantially improved shall be occupied until a Certificate of Compliance is issued by the Code
Enforcement Officer subject to the following provisions:
A. For New Construction or Substantial Improvement of any elevated structure the applicant shall
submit to the Code Enforcement Officer:
1.

an Elevation Certificate completed by a Professional Land Surveyor, registered professional engineer,
or architect, for compliance with Article VI, paragraphs F, G, H, or P and,

2.

for structures in Zone Vl -30, certification by a registered professional engineer or architect that
the design and methods of construction used are in compliance with Article VI.P .2.

B. The applicant shall submit written notification to the Code Enforcement Officer that the development
is complete and complies with the provisions of this ordinance.
C. Within 10 working days, the Code Enforcement Officer shall:
1.

review the required certificate(s) and the applicant's written notification; and,

2. upon determination that the development conforms to the provisions of this ordinance, shall issue a
Certificate of Compliance.

ARTICLE IX - REVIEW OF SUBDIVISION AND DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
The Planning Board shall, when reviewing subdivisions and other proposed developments that require review
under other federal law, state law, local ordinances or regulations, and all projects on 5 or more disturbed
acres, or in the case of manufactured home parks divided into two or more lots, assure that:
A. All such proposals are consistent with the need to minimize flood damage.
B. All public utilities and facilities, such as sewer, gas, electrical and water systems are located and
constructed to minimize or eliminate flood damages.
C. Adequate drainage is provided in order to reduce exposure to flood hazards.
D. All proposals include base flood elevations, flood boundaries, and, in a riverine floodplain, floodway
data. These determinations shall be based on engineering practices recognized by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency.
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E.

Any proposed development plan must include a condition of plan approval requiring that structures
on any lot in the development having any portion of its land within a Special Flood Hazard Area, are
to be constructed in accordance with Article VI of this ordinance. Such requirement will be included
in any deed, lease, purchase and sale agreement, or document transferring or expressing an intent to
transfer any interest in real estate or structure, including but not limited to a time-share interest. The
condition shall clearly articulate that the municipality may enforce any violation of the construction
requirement and that fact shall also be included in the deed or any other document previously
described. The construction requirement shall also be clearly stated on any map, plat, or plan to be
signed by the Planning Board or local reviewing authority as part of the approval process.

ARTICLE X - APPEALS AND VARIANCES
The Board of Appeals of the Town of Cumberland may, upon written application of an aggrieved party,
hear and decide appeals where it is alleged that there is an error in any order, requirement, decision, or
determination made by, or failure to act by, the Code Enforcement Officer or Planning Board in the
administration or enforcement of the provisions of this Ordinance.
The Board of Appeals may grant a variance from the requirements of this Ordinance consistent with state
law and the following criteria:
A. Variances shall not be granted within any designated regulatory floodway if any increase in flood levels
during the base flood discharge would result.
B.

Variances shall be granted only upon:
1. a showing of good and sufficient cause; and,
2. a determination that should a flood comparable to the base flood occur, the granting of a variance
will not result in increased flood heights, additional threats to public safety, public expense, or
create nuisances, cause fraud or victimization of the public or conflict with existing local laws or
ordinances; and,
3. a showing that the issuance of the variance will not conflict with other state, federal or local laws
or ordinances; and,
4. a determination that failure to grant the variance would result in "undue hardship," which in this
sub-section means:
a.

that the land in question cannot yield a reasonable return unless a variance is granted; and,

b.

that the need for a variance is due to the unique circumstances of the property and not to the
general conditions in the neighborhood; and,

c.

that the granting of a variance will not alter the essential character of the locality; and,

d.

that the hardship is not the result of action taken by the applicant or a prior owner.
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C. Variances shall only be issued upon a determination that the variance is the minimum necessary, considering
the flood hazard, to afford relief, and the Board of Appeals may impose such conditions to a variance as is
deemed necessary.
D. Variances may be issued for new construction, substantial improvements, or other development for
the conduct of a functionally dependent use provided that:
1. other criteria of Article X and Article VLK. are met; and,
2. the structure or other development is protected by methods that minimize flood damages during
the base flood and create no additional threats to public safety.
E.

Variances may be issued for the repair, reconstruction, rehabilitation, or restoration of Historic
Structures upon the determination that:
1. the development meets the criteria of Article X, paragraphs A. through D. above; and,
2. the proposed repair, reconstruction, rehabilitation, or restoration will not preclude the structure's
continued designation as a Historic Structure and the variance is the minimum necessary to preserve the
historic character and design of the structure.

F.

Any applicant who meets the criteria of Article X, paragraphs A. through E. shall be notified by the
Board of Appeals in writing over the signature of the Chairman of the Board of Appeals that:
1. the issuance of a variance to construct a structure below the base flood level will result in greatly
increased premium rates for flood insurance up to amounts as high as $25 per $100 of insurance
coverage;
2. such construction below the base flood level increases risks to life and property; and,
3. the applicant agrees in writing that the applicant is fully aware of all the risks inherent in the use
ofland subject to flooding, assumes those risks and agrees to indemnify and defend the
municipality against any claims filed against it that are related to the applicant's decision to use land
located in a floodplain and that the applicant individually releases the municipality from any claims the
applicant may have against the municipality that are related to the use ofland located in a floodplain.

G. Appeal Procedure for Administrative and Variance Appeals
1. An administrative or variance appeal may be taken to the Board of Appeals by an aggrieved party
within thirty days after receipt of a written decision of the Code Enforcement Officer or Planning
Board.
2. Upon being notified of an appeal, the Code Enforcement Officer or Planning Board, as
appropriate, shall transmit to the Board of Appeals all of the papers constituting the record of the
decision appealed from.
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3. The Board of Appeals shall hold a public hearing on the appeal within thirty- five days of its
receipt of an appeal request.
4. The person filing the appeal shall have the burden of proof.
5. The Board of Appeals shall decide all appeals within thirty-five days after the close of the
hearing, and shall issue a written decision on all appeals.
6. The Board of Appeals shall submit to the Code Enforcement Officer a report of all variance actions,
including justification for the granting of the variance and an authorization for the Code Enforcement
Officer to issue a Flood Hazard Development Permit, which includes any conditions to be attached to
said permit.
7. Any aggrieved party who participated as a party during the proceedings before the Board of
Appeals may take an appeal to Superior Court in accordance with State laws within forty-five
days from the date of any decision of the Board of Appeals.

ARTICLE XI - ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES
A.

It shall be the duty of the Code Enforcement Officer to enforce the provisions of this Ordinance
pursuant to Title 30-A MRSA § 4452.

B.

The penalties contained in Title 30-A MR.SA § 4452 shall apply to any violation of this Ordinance.

C.

In addition to other actions, the Code Enforcement Officer (CEO may, upon identifying a violation, submit a
declaration to the Administrator of the Federal Insurance Administrationrequesting a flood insurance denial. The
valid declaration shall consist of;
1. the name of the property owner and address or legal description of the property sufficient to
confirm its identity or location;
2. a clear and unequivocal declaration that the property is in violation of a cited State or local law,
regulation, or ordinance;
3. a clear statement that the public body making the declaration has authority to do so and a citation
to that authority;
4. evidence that the property owner has been provided notice of the violation and the prospective
denial of insurance; and,
5. a clear statement that the declaration is being submitted pursuant to Section 1316 of the National
Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as amended.

ARTICLE XII - VALIDITY AND SEVERABILITY
If any section or provision of this Ordinance is declared by the courts to be invalid, such decision shall not
invalidate any other section or provision of this Ordinance.
Cumber{and :f{oodyCain Ordinance
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ARTICLE XIII - CONFLICT WITH OTHER ORDINANCES
This Ordinance shall not in any way impair or remove the necessity of compliance with any other applicable
rule, ordinance, regulation, bylaw, permit, or provision of law. Where this Ordinance imposes a greater
restriction upon the use of land, buildings, or structures, the provisions of ~his Ordinance shall control.

ARTICLE XIV - DEFINITIONS
Unless specifically defined below, words and phrases used in this Ordinance shall have the same meaning as they
have at common law, and to give this Ordinance its most reasonable application. Words used in the present tense
include the future, the singular number includes the plural, and the plural number includes the singular. The
word "may" is permissive; "shall" is mandatory and not discretionary.

Accessory Structure - a small detached structure that is incidental and subordinate to the principal
structure.
Adjacent Grade - the natural elevation of the ground surface prior to construction next to the proposed
walls of a structure.
Area of Special Flood Hazard - land in the floodplain having a one percent or greater chance of flooding in
any given year, as specifically identified in the Flood Insurance Study cited in Article I of this Ordinance.
Base Flood- a flood having a one percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year,
commonly called the 100-year flood.
Basement - area of a building that includes a floor that is subgrade (below ground level) on all sides.
Breakaway Wall - a wall that is not part of the structural support of the building and is intended through
its design and construction to collapse under specific lateral loading forces, without causing damage to the
elevated portion of the building or supporting foundation system.
Building - see Structure.
Certificate of Compliance - a document signed by the Code Enforcement Officer stating that a structure
is in compliance with all of the provisions of this Ordinance.
Code Enforcement Officer - a person certified under Title 30-A MRSA, Section 4451 (including
exceptions in Section 4451, paragraph 1) and employed by a municipality to enforce all applicable
comprehensive planning and land use laws.
Conditional Use - a use that, because of its potential impact on surrounding areas and structures, is permitted
only upon review and approval by the Planning Board pursuant to Article VII.
Containment Wall- wall used to convey or direct storm water or sanitary water from the initial source to
the final destination.
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Development - a manmade change to improved or unimproved real estate. This includes, but is not
limited to, buildings or other structures; mining, dredging, filling, grading, paving, excavation, drilling
operations or storage of equipment or materials; and the storage, deposition, or extraction of materials.
Elevated Building - a non-basement building that is:
a.

built, in the case of a building in Zones Al-30, or A, so that the top of the elevated floor, or in the case of a
building in Zone Vl-30, to have the bottom of the lowest horizontal structural member of the elevated
floor, elevated above the ground level by means of pilings, columns, post, piers, or "stilts;" and

b.

adequately anchored to not impair the structural integrity of the building during a flood of up to two
feet above the magnitude of the base flood.

In the case of Zones Al-30, or A, Elevated Building also includes a building elevated by means of fill or
solid foundation perimeter walls with hydraulic openings sufficient to facilitate the unimpeded movement
of flood waters, as required in Article VI.L. In the case of Zone Vl-30, Elevated Building also includes a
building otherwise meeting the definition of elevated building, even though the lower area is enclosed by
means ofbreakaway walls, if the breakaway walls meet the standards of Article VI.P.2.b.(3).

Elevation Certificate - an official form (FEMA Form 81-31, 03/09, as amended) that:
a.

b.

is used to verify compliance with the floodplain management regulations of the National Flood
Insurance Program; and,
Is required for purchasing flood insurance.

Flood or Flooding
a.

b.

A general and temporary condition of partial or complete inundation of normally dry land areas from:
1.

The overflow of inland or tidal waters.

2.

The unusual and rapid accumulation or runoff of surface waters from any source.

The collapse or subsidence ofland along the shore of a lake or other body of water as a result of erosion or
undennining caused by waves or currents of water exceeding anticipated cyclical levels or suddenly caused by
an unusually high water level in a natural body of water, accompanied by a severe storm, or by an
unanticipated force of nature, such as flash flood or an abnormal tidal surge, or by some similarly unusual and
unforeseeable event which results in flooding as defined in paragraph a 1. of this definition.

Flood Elevation Study - an examination, evaluation and determination of flood hazards and, if
appropriate, corresponding water surface elevations.
Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) - an official map of a community, on which the Federal Insurance
Administrator has delineated both the special hazard areas and the risk premium zones applicable to the
community.
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Flood Insurance Study - see Flood Elevation Study.
Floodplain or Floodprone Area - land area susceptible to being inundated by water from any source (see flooding).
Floodplain Management - means the operation of an overall program of corrective and preventive measures
for reducing flood damage, including but not limited to emergency preparedness plans, flood control works,
and floodplain management regulations.
Floodplain Management Regulations- zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations,building codes, health regulations,
special purpose ordinances (such as a floodplain ordinance, grading ordinance, and erosion control ordinance) and
other applications of police power. The tenn describes such state or local regulations, in any combination thereof,
which provide standards for the purpose of flood damage prevention and reduction.
Floodproofing - any combination of structural and non-structural additions, changes, or adjustments to
structures which reduce or eliminate flood damage to real estate or improved real property, water and sanitary
facilities, structures and contents.
Floodway - see Regulatory Floodway.
Floodway Encroachment Lines - the lines marking the limits of floodways on federal, state, and local
floodplain maps.
Freeboard - a factor of safety usually expressed in feet above a flood level for purposes of floodplain
management. Freeboard tends to compensate for the many unknown factors, such as wave action, bridge
openings, and the hydrological effect of urbanization of the watershed, which could contribute to flood heights
greater than the height calculated for a selected size flood and floodway conditions.
Functionally Dependent Use - a use that cannot perform its intended purpose unless it is located or
carried out in close proximity to water. The term includes only docking facilities, port facilities that are
necessary for the loading and unloading of cargo or passengers, and ship building and ship repair
facilities, but does not include long-term storage or related manufacturing facilities.
ffistoric Structure - means any structure that is:
a.

Listed individually in the National Register of Historic Places (a listing maintained by the Department of
Interior) or preliminarily detennined by the Secretary of the Interior as meeting the requirements for individual
listing on the National Register;

b.

Certified or preliminarily determined by the Secretary of the Interior as contributing to the historical
significance of a registered historic district or a district preliminarily determined by the Secretary of
the Interior to qualify as a registered historic district;

c.

Individually listed on a state inventory of historic places in states with historic preservation programs which
have been approved by the Secretary of the Interior; or

d.

Individually listed on a local inventory of historic places in communities with historic preservation
programs that have been certified either:
1.

By an approved state program as determined by the Secretary of the Interior, or
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2.

Directly by the Secretary of the Interior in states without approved programs.

Locally Established Datum - for purposes of this ordinance, an elevation established for a specific site to
which all other elevations at the site are referenced. This elevation is generally not referenced to the National
Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD), North American Vertical Datum (NAVD) or any other established datum
and is used in areas where Mean Sea Level data is too far from a specific site to be practically used.
Lowest Floor - the lowest floor of the lowest enclosed area (including basement). An unfinished or flood
resistant enclosure, usable solely for parking of vehicles, building access or storage in an area other than a
basement area is not considered a building's lowest floor, provided that such enclosure is not built so as to
render the structure in violation of the applicable non-elevation design requirements described in Article
VI.L. of this Ordinance.
Manufactured Home - a structure, transportable in one or more sections, which is built on a permanent
chassis and is designed for use with or without a permanent foundation when connected to the required
utilities. For floodplain management purposes the term manufactured home also includes park trailers, travel
trailers, and other similar vehicles placed on a site for greater than 180 consecutive days.
Manufactured Home Park or Subdivision - a parcel (or contiguous parcels) of land divided into two or
more manufactured home lots for rent or sale.
Mean Sea Level - when related to the National Flood Insurance Program, the National Geodetic Vertical
Datum (NGVD) of 1929, North American Vertical Datum (NAVD) or other datum, to which base flood
elevations shown on a community's Flood Insurance Rate Map are referenced.
Minor Development - means all development that is not new construction or a substantial improvement,
such as repairs, maintenance, renovations, or additions, whose value is less than 50% of the market value
of the structure. It also includes, but is not limited to: accessory structures as provided for in Article VI.J.,
mining, dredging, filling, grading, paving, excavation, drilling operations, storage of equipment or
materials, deposition or extraction of materials, public or private sewage disposal systems or water supply
facilities that do not involve structures; and non-structural projects such as bridges, dams, towers, fencing,
pipelines, wharves, and piers.
National Geodetic Vertical Datum (N GVD) - the national vertical datum, a standard established in 1929,
which is used by the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). NGVD is based upon mean sea level in 1929
and also has been called "1929 Mean Sea Level (MSL)".
New Construction - structures for which the "start of construction" commenced on or after the effective
date of the initial floodplain management regulations adopted by a community and includes any subsequent
improvements to such structures.
North American Vertical Datum (NA VD)- means the national datum whose standard was established in
1988, which is the new vertical datum used by the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) for all new
Flood Insurance Rate Maps. NA VD is based upon vertical datum used by other North American countries
such as Canada and Mexico and was established to replace NGVD because of constant movement of the
earths crust, glacial rebound, and subsidence and the increasing use of satellite technology.
100-year flood - see Base Flood.
Recreational Vehicle - a vehicle that is:
Cum6erCanc[ J:fooc[yCain Ormnance
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a.

built on a single chassis;

b.

400 square feet or less when measured at the largest horizontal projection, not including slideouts;

c.

designed to be self-propelled or permanently towable by a motor vehicle; and

d.

designed primarily not for use as a permanent dwelling but as temporary living quarters for
recreational, camping, travel, or seasonal use.

Regulatory Floodway a.

b.

the channel of a river or other water course and the adjacent land areas that must be reserved in order to
discharge the base flood without cumulatively increasing the water surface elevation more than one foot, and
when not designated on the community's Flood Insurance Rate Map, it is considered to be the channel of
a river or other water course and the adjacent land areas to a distance of one-half the width of the
floodplain, as measured from .the normal high water mark to the upland limit of the floodplain.

Riverine - relating to, formed by, or resembling a river (including tributaries), stream, brook, etc.
Special Flood Hazard Area - see Area of Special Flood Hazard.
Start of Construction - the date the building permit was issued, provided the actual start of construction, repair,
reconstruction, rehabilitation, addition, placement, substantial improvement or other improvement was within
180 days of the perm.it date. The actual start means either the first placement of permanent construction of a
structure on a site, such as the pouring of slab or footings, the installation of piles, the construction of columns, or
any work beyond the stage of excavation; or the placement of a manufactured home on a foundation. Pennanent
construction does not include land preparation, such as clearing, grading and filling; nor does it include the
installation of streets and/or walkways; nor does it include excavation for basement, footings, piers, or
foundations or the erection of temporary forms; nor does it include the installation on the property of accessory
buildings, such as garages or sheds not occupied as dwelling units or not part of the main structure. For a
substantial improvement, the actual start of construction means the first alteration of any wall, ceiling, floor, or
other structural part of a building, or modification of any construction element, whether or not that alteration
affects the external dimensions of the building.
Structure - means, for floodplain management purposes, a walled and roofed building. A gas or liquid storage tank
that is principally above ground is also a structure.

Substantial Damage - means, damage of any origin sustained by a structure whereby the cost of restoring
the structure to its before damage condition would equal or exceed 50 percent of the market value of the
structure before the damage occurred.
Substantial Improvement - means any reconstruction, rehabilitation, addition, or other improvement of a
structure, the cost of which equals or exceeds 50 percent of the market value of the structure before the start of
construction of the improvement. This term includes structures which have incurred substantial damage,
regardless of the actual repair work performed. The term does not, however, include either:
a.

Any project for improvement of a structure to correct existing violations of state or local health,
sanitary, or safety code specifications which have been identified by the local code enforcement
official and which are the minimum necessary to assure safe living conditions; or

Cuml?er{ancf :Jfoodyfain
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b.

Any alteration of a Historic Structure, provided that the alteration will not preclude the structure's
continued designation as a historic structure, and a variance is obtained from the Board of Appeals.

Variance - means a grant of relief by a community from the terms of a floodplain management regulation.
Violation - means t4e failure of a structure or development to comply with a community's floodplain
management regulations.
ARTICLE XV - ABROGATION
This ordinance repeals and replaces any municipal ordinance _previously enacted to comply with the
National Flood Irisurance Act of 1968 (P.L. 90-2J88, as amended).

ARTICLE XVI - WARNING AND DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
The de__gree
of flood protection required by this ordinance is considered reasonable for regulatory purposes
and is oased on scientific and engmeering considerations. Larger floods can and will occur on rare
occasions. Flood heights may be mcreased by man-made or natural causes. This ordinance does not imply
that land outside the areas of special flood hazards or uses 12.ermittedwithin such areas will be free from
flooding or flood damages. This ordinance thereof for any llood damages that result from reliance on this
ordinance or any admimstrative decision lawfully made liereunder.
60.3 (e) Rev. 4/09
Prepared by SPO/fpm/bnn
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ITEM
10-002
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Class I Liquor
License and Special Amusement Permit for The Sparrow's Nest,
d/b/a Viking Grill, for the period of
February 2010 -February 2011.

Department of Public Safety

Liquor Licensing & Inspection

Division

BUREAU USE ONLY

Promise by any person that he or she can expedite a liquor
license through influence should be completely disregarded.
To avoid possible financial loss an applicant, or
prospective applicant, should consult with the Division before
making any substantial investment in an establishment that
now is, or may be, attended by a liquor license.

License No. Assigned:
Class:
Deposit Date:

3 /I~ ,/-zotO

. PRESENT LICENSE EXPIRES

w MALT

INDICATE TYPE OF PRIVILEGE:

w SPIRITUOUS

Amt. Deposited:

w VINOUS

INDICATE TYPE OF LICENSE:
RESTAURANT (Class I,II,IIl,IV)
w RESTAURANT/LOUNGE (Class XI)
HOTEL-OPTINONAL FOOD (Class I-Af
w HOTEL (Class I,II,III,IV)
CLASS A LOUNGE (Class X)
w CLUB-ON PREMISE CATERING (Class I)
CLUB (Class V)
~GOLF CLUB (Class I,11,IIl,IV)
w OTHER: ___________
_
TA VERN (Class IV)

w
w
w
w
w

REFER TOP AGE 3 FOR FEE SCHEDULE

ALL QUESTIONS MUST BE ANSWERED IN FULL
1. APPLICANT(S) -(Sole Proprietor, Corporation, Limited Liability Co.,
etc.)

CJ

r. g-pA i2-i2ow

2. Business Name (D/B/A)

71 S?;q;zrzow'_r
/J s1

DOB:

l

DOB:

5'

1

J..)-e..

(!

C,

DOB:

Mailing Address

I,
City/Town

State

/ltc~

;,aco

Zip Code

O=i.an?...

J2

~/41

J2d

City/Town

Zip Code

Soea

0'£072.
Fax Number

Federal)D;! _ _O

Z. & C/i /

Seller Certificate # / /

3. If premises are a hotel, indicate number of rooms available for transient guests:

3 77 7 '2_
•'Ill:

4. State amount of gross income from period oflast license: ROOMS $ A.I
/,4

FOOD$

5. Is applicant a corporation, limited liability company or limited partnership?

YES

-573

X,

NO

Z,

LIQUOR$

w

complete Supplementary Questionnaire ,If YES
6. Do you permit dancing or entertainment on the licensed premises?
7. If manager is to be employed, give name: ___

YES ~

NO w

/l/.___,_½..,,_~---------------------

8. If business is NEW or under new ownership, indicate starting date: ---'!v',_;/._._'1/:
.....
· ____
Requested inspection date: ________

Business hours: _____

_
_

tiJ II & { Id!Ju,q 12d Cu l'fl)) t If, Ic:.:it-cl Jft(._
10. Is/are applicants(s) citizens of the United States?
YES f( NO w

9. Business records are located at:

2f. 'S'o'/

11. Is/are applicant(s) residents of the State of Maine?

YES){

u

NO

12. List mime, date of birth, and place of birth for all applicants, managers, and bar managers. Give maiden name, if married:
Use a separate sheet of paper if necessary.

Name in Full

DOB

rint Clearl

Place of Birth

F 5'9J4R-/lul.N'
Residence address on all of the above for previous 5 years (Limit answer to city & state

f1Ce-1dcy -

Saco

f1l-c__

13. Has/have applicant( s) or manager ever been convictiq, of any violation of the law, other then minor traffic violations,
of any State of the United States? YES u NO~
Name:

Z

Offense:
Disposition: _____

/

Date of Conviction: _____ / ______
Location:

/____________

/
....,,..._
________

_ __

14. Will any law enforcement official benefit financially either directly or indirectly in your license, if issued?
Yes u N~
If Yes, give name:

--~--:/.,__'/f:
_____________________

15. Has/have applicant(s) formerly held a Maine liquor license?
16. Does/do applicant(s) own the premises? Yes

/t:,

&J;

LC!~A-1

u

Nob,(

YES )4. NO

If No give name and address of owner: _____

euwAMLA.furt,cR

18. ~s/do
YES~

(_0aµ_

~ 11-ii!

.,_ 13a c.Jc

9 .u

_

_

u

17. Describe in detail the premises to be licensed: (Supplemental Diagram Required)

'(f::,Jf
POU/VJ-·<-

_

_

tJCVt.-1--G,A:+{!( @

JC )

applicant(s) have all the necessary permits required by the State Department of Human Services?
NO u Applied for: _______

::#-b$-C

19. What is the distance from the premises to the NEAREST school, school dormitory, church, chapel or parish house,
measured from the main entrance of the premises to the main entrance of the school, school dormitory, church, chapel
or parish house by the ordinary course of travel? 1 'I 1
Which of the above is nearest? __ J~f/~:z
___ _
20. Have you received any assistance financially or otherwise (including any mortgages) from any source other than yourself in the establishment of your business?
YES ~ NO ~

s A(!(}

IfYES, give details:

PJl ODeftdL/)

AD/Iµ

SJ4.{IP(~ -

(~IZ

itf;OC.-O&>

The Division of Liquor Licensing & Inspection is hereby authorized to obtain and examine all books, records and tax returns
pertaining to the business, for which this liquor license is requested, and also such books, records and returns during the year
in which any liquor license is in effect.
NOTE: "I understand that false statements made on this form are punishable by law. Knowingly supplying false
information on this form is a Class D offense under the Criminal Code, punishable by confinement of up to one year or by
monetary fine ofup to $2,000 or both."

· /h,.y/L
(CLft.,Ca(vi_r
Dated at: ______
v __________

~

/ on ------~-----'

7 -

~~~
--

et, a," t q P .

20 _L,.1_
l' /'.

oJe

Town/City, State ·

~~~ ;~

M

Please sign in blue iuk \_,
Officer( s)

9.7412
;-2c_'._.A.--J

-S-i=gn"-a-t-41'ur'--e....:....o_f-=-------i--.:.li-1-ca=n...-t
_,_o"""r
,_C.._orp.:__o=ra....:....t4,,o:__
_

!\)Clolq L , Si-Dr
h,1
__,___......'+,----

--t-µ.¥-Jt-............
UC-.:...+-(____

L

~

Dated at:

STATE OF MAINE

Cu.1nbfr/tlflJ

_L/_U_...._~
ln~~----------·r/t.._'tl__._tJ
=--J
__
_,,Maine

/ _ / C[~o/Q

On:

ss

(County)

Date

The undersigned being:

w City

u

Town

u

\( Municipal Officers
Plantation

u

w County Commissioners

Unincorporated Place

of the

of: ___________________

, Maine

Hereby certify that we have given public notice on this application and held public hearing thereon as required by Section 653 Title 28A,
Maine R vised Statutes and herby approve said application.

own.
THIS APPROVAL EXPIRERS IN 60 DAYS
NOTICE - SPECIAL ATTENTION
§ 653. Hearings; bureau review; appeal
1. Hearing. The municipal officers or, in the case of unincoiporated places, the county commissioners of the county in which the unincoiporated
place is located, shall hold a public hearing for the consideration of applications for new on-premise licenses and applications for transfer of
location of existing on-premise licenses. The municipal officers or county commissioners may hold a public hearing f~r the consideration of
requests for renewal of licenses, except that when an applicant has held a license for the prior 5 years and a complaint has not been filed against
the applicant within that time, the applicant may request a waiver of the hearing.
A. The bureau shall prepare and supply application forms. [1993, c.730, §27(amd).]
B. The municipal officers or the county commissioners, as the case may be, shall provide public notice of any hearing held under this
section by causing a notice, at the applicant's prepaid expense, stating the name and place of hearing, to appear on at least 3
consecutive days before the date of hearing in a daily newspaper having general circulation in the municipality where the premises are
located or one week before the date of the hearing in a weekly newspaper.having general circulation in the municipality where the
premises are located. [1995, c.140, §4 (amd).]
C. If the municipal officers or the county commissioners, as the case may be, fail to take final action on an application for a new onpremise license, for transfer of the location of an existing on-premise license or for renewal of an on-premise license within 60 days of
the filing of an application, the application is deemed approved and ready for action by the bureau. For purposes of this paragraph, the
date of filing of the application is the date the application is received by the municipal officers or county commissioners. This
paragraph applies to all applications pending before municipal officers or county commissioners as of the effective date of this
paragraph as well as all applications filed on or after the effective date of this paragraph. This paragraph applies to an existing onpremise license that has been extended pending renewal. The municipal officers or the county commissioners shall take final action on
an on-premise license that has been extended pending renewal with 120 days of the filing of the application. [1999, c589, §1 (amd).] '
2. Findings. In granting or denying an application, the municipal officers or the county commissioners shall indicate the reasons for their decision
and provide a copy to the applicant. A license may be denied on one or more of the following grounds:
A. Conviction of the applicant of any Class A, Class B or Class c crime: [1987, c45, Pt.A§4 (new).]
B. Noncompliance of the licensed premises or its use with any local zoning ordinance or other land use ordinance not directly related to
liquor control; [1987, c.45, Pt.A§4(new).]
C. Conditions of record such as waste disposal violations, health or safety violation or repeated parking or traffic violations on or in the
vicinity of the licensed premises and caused by persons patronizing or employed by the licensed premises or other such conditions
caused by persons patronizing or employed by the licensed premises that unreasonably disturb, interfere with or affect the ability of
persons or businesses residing or located in the vicinity of the licensed premises to use their property in a reasonable manner; [ 1993,
c.730, §27 (amd).]
D. Repeated incidents of record of breaches of the peace, disorderly conduct, vandalism or other violations of law on or in the vicinity of
the licensed premises and caused by persons patronizing or employed by the licensed premises; [1989, c.592,§3 (amd).]
E. A violation ofany provision of this Title; and [1989, c.592, §3 (amd).)
F. A determination by the municipal officers or county commissioners that the purpose of the application is to circumvent the provisions
of section 601. [1989, c.592, §4 (new).]
[1993, c730, §27 (amd).]
3. Appeal to bureau. Any applicant aggrieved by the decision of the municipal officers or county commissioners under this section may appeal to
the bureau within 15 days of the receipt of the written decision of the municipal officers or county commissioners. The bureau shall hold a
public hearing in the city, town or unincorporated place where the premises are situated. In acting on such an appeal, the bureau may consider all
licensure requirements and findings referred to in subsection 2.
A. [1993, c.730, §27 (tp).]
4. No license to person who moved to obtain a license. (REPEALED)
5. (TEXT EFFECTIVE 3/15/01) Appeal to District Court. Any person or governmental entity aggrieved by a bureau decision under this section

may appeal the decision to the District Court within 30 days of receUpon
renewal

is denied,

the bureau

shall refund

the applicant

resolution

the prorated

of the appeal,
amount

if an applicant's

of the unused

license

fee.

license

STATE OF MAINE
Liquor Licensing & Inspection Unit
164 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333-0164
Tel: (207) 624-7220 Fax: (207) 287-3424
SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTION AIRE FOR CORPORA TE APPLICANTS, LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES AND
LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS

1.

Exact Corporate Name:

7 /L,

Ul

Business D/B/A Name:

Spa i212 C>u...,'> AJ~ $ I

l~t

).,.L e_

0 l'2 J LL

JI(~

2.

Date of Incorporation: _________________

3.

State in which you are incorporated:

4.

If not a Maine Corporation, date corporation was authorized to transact business within the State of Maine:

5.

List the name and addresses for previous 5 years, birth dates, titles of officers, directors and list percent of stock owned:

__

_

~'-"---'/.;.,.;'/v'---_E
______________

_

/0..........,
......

Name

Address Previous 5 Years

Birth
Date

Title

l-<..,

Y;_"""i_#--~
.....__Outstanding

'JI.....
·___ _

6.

What is the amount of authorized stock? __

Stock?_...;..A/--=--,-1-1/J
......

7.

Is any principal officer of the corporation a law enforcement official? ( ) YES ~O

8.

Has applicant(s) or manager ever been convicted of any violation of the law, other than a minor traffic violation(s), of the
United States? ( ) YES
NO.

9.

If yes, please complete the following: Name: _____________

¼

Date of
Conviction:_?7
____

/
~
________

Location: _....,L_
____________
Dated at: __________________
City/Town

0ffense: ______

_

/
~-------~-----------------

Disposition: ____
y___________________
On: __________
Date

Date:

Print Name of Duly Authorized Officer

_

/ -

5"- -ZCllO

_

I

/

.

:

-~

,:t; !.

-\\;:i~__
J._.,__
/'./

-"'·-~
t~..J

--

\"~=
..,,..,.,.
\

/

~-

c,:.:;:,,
__.-~
,1,;,;,'';
..,,·

0..-

.·:.

"'

'

·--:...~·;"
":

I

l :~{
i

~

r:.:........
t.~::,;~

\

•·'

i

~t
:•.:. ►

_i1·'

).-..,
.....

.

/

·,"
I

.,,,,,,__,

/

'

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
APPLICATION
FOR A SPECIAL AMUSEMENT PERMIT
FOR MUSIC, DANCING AND/OR ENTERTAINMENT

,'?.·hl&1
(cf t- <;0t>i2!2CJ~

Name of Applicant:
Residence
Business

11 /2y~rU l2c:/
S-~co Ille O Cf CJlC
r-&~~QtJtrzrz
Cct,,(5 !Vas
7 LL-C.
Bus. Phone: 2,CJ7 /40 c.1 0 il ?cf

Applicant:
Name:

J

to

BusinessAddress:

of Manager:

Type of Entertainment
Has applicant
or revoked?

Ua ( t/allo

e /2,I){ 4 /

Name of Manager:
Residence

~Oc( OC/76'

Phone;,20?

7

/

c

£

4' /2

;::-.
% ;;

Applied for:

0 </{JZ(

Rd

5;?0 i2 f2 CJ

,It/

Phone:

u_,

12d

·f:a e. c,7

t;; cirf Cl v h

iJ1e.

/Jc;)?

f

?--61

~OY

Oy'?'CJ_

& cj (} 7 2-

&>f2- ILL

ever had a license to conduct the business therein described either denied
IV6
If so, the applicant shall describe specifically
those circumstances?

Has applicant, Partners, Associates
or Corporate Officers ever been convicted of a
felony? /Jtj If so, the applicant shall describe specifically
those circumstances.
__

_

Additional information
may be required by the Town Council prior to the issuance of said
permit, including but not limited to a copy of the applicant's
current liquor license.

The fee for a Special Amusement Permit
application
is made for said penriit.

shall be $10.00, non-refundable

1~gnature

and payable when

7-zo10
Date

Municipal Officers:
Approved:
Disapproved:
Comment:

_

7)

J, ()
L l_

/-...:...
_____

_

_____,£1,F---;.....---t1) V

Application
Received: ______
Public Notice Posted: ______
Date Issued: _________
Date of Expiration: _______

_
_
_
_

ITEM
10-003
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on the road
acceptance of Chet's Way.

ITEM TABLED TO 02/22/10

ITEM
10-004
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on authorization,
purchase, and installation of a Veterans Monument at
Moss Side Cemetery.

MEMORANDUM
TOWN

OF

CUMBERLAND,

290

TUTTLE

CUMBERLAND,

TEL:

207-829-2205

To:

Town Council

From:

William R. Shane, Town Manager

Date:

December 10, 2009

Re:

Veteran's Monument - Moss Side Cemetery

MAINE
ROAD

MAINE

04021
FAX:

829-2224

The Veteran's Monument Committee is requesting authorization to begin fund raising and to sign
contracts with Collette Monument for the installation of the base monument of the Veteran's Memorial
project at Moss side cemetery. To date nearly $7,000 has been committed through the Main Street flag
project and the Cemetery Association.
I expect Phase One of the project to cost $15,000 of fundraising monies and $5,000 of Force Account
labor & equipment through the Highway Department. If the monument is ordered in January, I expect
we can have the dedication at this year's Memorial Day Parade.
I will be prepared to make a PowerPoint presentation at your meeting with pictures and location for the
monument. Committee members will be present to answer any questions.

Office of the Town Manager, Town of Cumberland• 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, Maine 04021
Telephone (207) 829-2205 Fax (207) 829-2224

Submit by Email

Print Form

Cumberland Veterans Monument Committee
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021
Glen Hutchins
7 Crestwood Road
Cumberland

Bill Brown
308 Greely Road
Cumberland
David Joyce
4 Holly Drive
Cumberland

Harland Storey
45 Middle Road
Cumberland

Robert Storey Sr.
24 RangeWay
Cumberland

Cumberland Veterans Monument Name Application

To have a name engraved on the Cumberland Veterans Memorial, an individual must be a
Veteran or currently active in the Military, Reserves or National Guard. Some kind of proof of
status such as a copy of discharge papers or a picture in uniform must be attached to this
application. Documentation will not be returned. Under the authority of 38 U.S.C. 501(a),
"Veteran" means a person who served in the active military, naval, or air service and who was
discharged under conditions other than dishonorable. The Committee has accepted a definition
of "Veteran" to include any person who served in the active military or reserves and who was
discharged under conditions other than dishonorable.
Veteran Information

Name
Address
Dates
Branch of Military

Army

□

AirForce

□

Marines □
Coast Guard

Navy □

D

National Guard

AirForce

D

Merchant Marine

D
D

Time of Service

Rev. War
Civil War
Korea
Afghanistan

□
□
□
□

War of 1812
Span. Amer.
Vietnam
Peace Time

□
□
□
□

Aroostook War
World War I
Persian Gulf

□
□
□

War of 1848
World War II
Iraq

□
□
□

Cumberland, Maine Veterans Monument Committee Veterans Listed Alphabetically

Page 1 of 10

Cumberland Veterans Monument Committee
Alphabetical listing of Cumberland veterans Civil War through Vietnam Conflict
The following list contains the names of veterans from Cumberland. It does not include veterans of the
Revolutionary War or the
War of 1812. If you know of an individual who you believe should be included in this list, or have
information about any of the
veterans listed, please contact the Cumberland Veterans Monument Committee by using this form
CumberlandVeteransFillable.pdf

Name
Adams, Fred 0.
Adkins, Moses
Akerley, William H.
Alden, Paul Eugene
Allen, Daniel A.
Annis, Hiram
Ashley, Harold G.
Baker, Louis N.
Baker, Robert C.
Baker, William M.
Baston, Jerimiah R.

Conflict
Branch
World War I Navy
Civil War
World War II
World War I Army
Civil War
Civil War
World War II
World WarII
World WarII
World WarII
Civil War

Battista, Antonio

World War I

Bean, A. S.
Bennett, Herbert P., Jr.
Berry, Colby L.
Berry, James H.
Berry, Lewis F.
Bishop, Benjamin
Bjorn, Albert T.
Blake, George M.
Blanchard, Addison
Blanchard, Brainard P.
Blanchard, Charles A.
Blanchard, David L.
Blanchard, Ferdinand
Clinton
Blanchard, Frank W.
Blanchard, Homer E.
Blanchard, Horatio S.
Blanchard,JosephH.
Blanchard, Morris W.

Civil War
Viet Nam
World War
Civil War
World War
Civil War
World War
World War
Civil War
Civil War
Civil War
Civil War

Rank

Unit
USS Virginia
Co. B, 25th Inf.
33rd Co 9th Tng Bn 151 Dep Brig
Co. C, 12th Inf.

Private

Army

Co. E, 17th Inf.
45th Co 12th Tng Bn 151 Dep
Brig

II
U.S. Navy

Officer

II
Co. E, 25th Inf.
44th Co 11 Bn Dep Brig Cp

I Army
II
Lieutenant

13th Mass. Reg., Inf. Div.
U.S. Navy

Acting Ensign
10th Inf. Reg. Band
1st Missouri Light Inf.

Civil War
Civil War
Civil War
Civil War
Civil War
World War I

htto://www.cumberlandmaine.com/VMCN

Paymaster
Co. E, 17th Inf.

U.S. Navy
U.S. Navy
Army

Acting Master
Co. B, 25th Inf.
Co C SATC U of Me

eterans%20Monument/CumberlandV

eterans....

12/22/2009

Cumberland, Maine Veterans Monument Committee Veterans Listed Alphabetically

Blanchard, Robert G.
Blanchard, Roy M.
Blanchard, Solomon L.
Blanchard, William F.
Bonney, Bradford
Bowman, Bruce R.
Bowman, Peter
Brackett, Lee F.
Bragdon, Ralph M.
Bragg, Edward E.
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,

Albion H.
Arthur S.
Frank M., Jr.
John
John A.

Brown, Millard K.
Brown, Ralph
Bruce, Frederick
Bryan, Albert R.
Bryan, William J.
Burgess, Alger F.
Burns, Norris
Buxton, Warren H.

World War
World War
Civil War
Civil War
World War
Viet Nam
Viet Nam
World War
World War

I Army
I Army

Page 2 of 10

Cambrai; Lys; St Mihiel;
302 Am Tn
Co. E, 17th Inf.
13th Mass. Inf. Reg.

II

II
I Army
World War I Army
U.S. Navy
Civil War
World War II
World War II
Viet Nam
CM
World War II
World Warll
World War II
U.S. Navy
Civil War

Calder, Chesley A.
Calder, John H.
Calder, Norman D.
Campbell, Kenneth
Cashman, Richard C.

World War II
Civil War
World War II
World War II
World Warll
World War II
World War II
World War II
Viet Nam
World War II

Chambers, William H.

World War I Navy

Seaman
Co. E, 25th Inf.

World War II
Civil War
World War II
Christensen, Norman C World War II
Christensen, William
World War I Army
M.
World War II
Ciampi, Michael A.
World War II
Cleaves, Harold
Chase, Dana B.
Chase, Heber
Chase, Philip A.

Cleaves, Willis E.

World War II

Clement, Richard S

World War II

Cloudman, Francis H.

World War I Army

http://www.cumberlandmaine.comNMCN

Westbrook, C Co. No., 2
26 Co Portland CAC Ft McKinley
Sloop of War Powhatten

F 3c 214 days; Naval Training
Barracks Base
11th Mass. Inf.

152 Dep Brig

Base Hosp No.6, No.l0l;Ft.
TX

eterans%20Monument/CumberlandVeterans....
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Cumberland, Maine Veterans Monument Committee Veterans Listed Alphabetically

Co. B, 25th Inf.
Co. G., 13th Inf.

Clough, Simon L.
Coffin, Rufus
Collins, Eugene
Copp, Clifton H.
Copp, John F.
Copp, Milton
Corcoran, Eugene W.
Corcoran, Francis E.
Corcoran, Horace D.
Corcoran, Norman D.
Cram, Robert
Crocker, Harold E.

Civil War
Civil War
World War
World War
Civil War
World War
World War
World War
World War
World War
World War
World War

Cummings, John

World War I Navy

Daley, Lloyd B.

World War II
World War II
Civil War
World War II
World War II
World War II
World WarII
World WarII

Daniels, John W.
Davis, Calvin
Davis, Leland H.
Dean, Arthur W.
Dorr, Kenneth W.
Doughty, Charles L.
Doughty, Earle E.
Doughty, Ernest
Eugene
Doughty, George H.
Doughty, George S.
Doughty, Gerald C.
Doughty, Lawson
Doughty, Sanford E.
Dunn, George R.

II
I Army

AS Sig Corps
Co. A., 1st Inf.

II
II
II
II
II
II
II

World WarII
Civil War
World War I
World War I

USMCR

Army
Army

Engineer, Long

Viet Nam
World War II
World War II
World WarII
World WarII
Viet Nam
Viet Nam
Civil War
World War I Navy
Civil War
U.S. Navy
Civil War

Ennis, Joseph L.

World War I

Farwell, Francis 0.
Farwell, Frederick S.

Civil War
Civil War

Dunn, James L.
Dyer, Carroll A.
Dyer, Robert A., Jr.
Dyer, Wayne C.
Eaton, Cyrus H.
Edwards, Leslie L.
Emery, William R.
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Army

49th Co CAC; 57 Arty CAC; CAC
Ft Howard;

Pfc.
Co. B, 25th Inf.
151 Dep Brig
Co 4; Co K; Co A 1

Co. B, 25th Inf.
Served on: USS Texas
27th Maine Reg.
Co B 54 Engrs, Co A 53 Engrs,
MD Base Hosp
Co. B, 25th Inf.
6th Massachusetts Infantry

Cumberland, Maine Veterans Monument Committee Veterans Listed Alphabetically

Farwell, Horace A.
Farwell, Simeon L.
Feeney, Robert R.
Fickett, Norman A.
Fickett, Richard E.
Field, Amos L.
Fields, R. Alton
Finks, Charles R.
Fisk, Theodore W.
Flint, Leonard
Foster, Albert R.
Foster, Herbert, Jr.
Gales, John
Genthner, Roland
Goodwin, Gerald C.
Goodwin, Neville W.
Gould, Samuel
Gower, William M.

Civil War
Civil War
World War II
World WarII
World War II
Civil War
World War II
World War II
World War II
Civil War
World War II
World War II
Civil War
U.S. Navy
World War II
World War II
World War II
Civil War
World War II
Field &
Civil War
Graham, William, Jr.
Staff
Gray, Alta S.
World War II
Greely, Charles H.
Civil War
Greely, Edward Nelson Civil War
Civil War
Greely, Eliphalet
Greely, Horace B.
Civil War
Civil War
Greely, Horatio
Greely, Rensalear
Civil War
Green, Helen W.
Viet Nam
Grindle, James E.
World War II
World WarII
Grover, Clifford E.
World War II
Grover, James N.
World War II
Grover, William A.
World War II
Gyger, John T., Jr.
World War II USMC
Hale, Earl C.
Civil War
Hall, George W.
World War I Army
Hall, John W.
Civil War
Hall, William J.
World War II
Ham, Earl G.
World War II
Hamilton, Albert R.
World War II
Hamilton, Charles R.
World War I Army
Hamilton, Ervin O.

httn· //www.cumberlandmaine.comNMCN
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Co. B, 25th Inf.
Co. B, 25th Inf.

25th Maine Reg.

Co. C., 21st Inf.

Gulf Squadron

Co. G, 2nd Inf.

25th Inf.

Co. E,, 17th Inf.
1st Maine Reg.
47th Mass. Inf.
Co. G, 13th Inf.
Co. B, 25th Inf.
1st Maine Inf.

Pfc.
Co. B., 10th Inf.
Sch Aero Photo Rochester, NY
Co. B, 25th Inf.

Med Det 212 Engrs

eterans%20Monument/CumberlandVeterans....
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Cumberland, Maine Veterans Monument Committee Veterans Listed Alphabetically

Hamilton,
Hamilton,
Hamilton,
Hamilton,

Floyd C.
Kenneth H.
Leland M.
Leon A.

World War II
World War II
Viet Nam
Viet Nam

Hamilton, Louis F.

World War I Navy

Hamilton, Reul D.
Hamilton, Sherman E.
Hamilton, Sidney M.
Hamilton, Stephen
Hamilton, Sylvanus
Hamilton, William M.
Hanby, Thomas
Hanley, Thomas

Civil War
Viet Nam
World War I Navy
Viet Nam
Civil War
World War II
Civil War
Civil War
World War II

Hansen, Arthur C.
Hansen, Glen R.
Hansen, John
Hansen, Otto C.
Hansen, Philip H., Jr.
Hawkes, Grol
Heron, Daniel
Hersey, Albion
Hersey, Clayton D.
Hiles, 0 liver
Hill, Everett L.
Hill, Samuel
Hill, Theodore P.

Kenton, Robert H.
Komlosy, James

World War
World War
World War
World War
World War
Civil War
Civil War
World War
Civil War
World War
Civil War
World War
World War
World War
World War
World War
World War
Civil War
World War
Civil War
Viet Nam
World War
Civil War
Viet Nam

Larson, Ernest L.
Latham, James F.
Latham, Seward H.

World War II
Civil War
Civil War

Hutchins, Perley L.
Ireland, Charles T., Jr.
Irish, Robert A.
Jacobs, George P.
Jeffery, Franklin C.
Jenkins, Harrison
Johnson, Ashley C.
Johnson, John
Johnson, Stephen
Kay, Albert

htt-n· I /u.mm,
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II
I Army
I Army
II
I Army

NT; Rifle Range; Naval Hosp
Chelsea, Mass
Co. E, 25th Inf.
NT Cp Bumkin Island Mass
Co. E, 25th Inf.
Co. E,, 29th Inf..

151 Dep Brig
Fld Hosp 20
124 Aer Sup Sq
Co. A, 20th Inf.
Co. B, 17th Inf.

II
I Navy
I Army
II
II
II
II
II

RS at Boston, Mass
Co. I, 27th Inf.
Co B 36 MG Bn 12 Div

1st Mass. Heavy Artillery
II
U.S. Navy

Gulf Squadron

I Army
U.S. Navy

151 Dep Brig;

Co. B, 25th Inf. Vols.
Co. G, 5th Inf.

~11mhP.rl:mdmaine.comNMCN eterans%20Monument/CumberlandVeterans....
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Cumberland, Maine Veterans Monument Committee Veterans Listed Alphabetically

II USMC

Leavitt, Carroll Andrew
LeClair, Jeffery
Legge, Forrest G.
Leighton, Elias F.
Leighton, Ernest A.
Leighton, Henry H.
Leighton, John E.

World War
Viet Nam
World War
Civil War
World War
Civil War
World War

Leighton, Lloyd S.

World War I Navy

Leighton, Moses W.
Leighton, Norman E.
Leighton, Partick H.
Leland, W. Edward
Little, Elmer R.
Little, Elton S.
Logan, James A.
Lufkin, Carl B.
MacIntosh, Charles M.
Malone, Joseph R.
Mansfield, Harry L.
Mansfield, James

Civil War
World War
Civil War
World War
World War
World War
World War
World War
World War
World War
World War
Civil War

Mansfield, John
Mansfield, Walter H.
Mayberry, Harold C.
Mayo, Donald B.
Mayo, John H.
McCormack, Edward
W.
McCormack, Richard
A.
McGorrill, John M.
McKee, Donald M.
Means, John T.
Merrill William
Merrill, Frank D.

Civil War
World War
World War
World War
World War

Merrill, Halvor S.
Merrill, Josiah
Merrill, Louville H.
Merrill, William H. C.
Meserve, Vincent
Miller, Ellsworth D.
Moore, Kenneth

Page 6 of 10

Cpl.

II
I Navy

Co. B, 25th Inf.
NT Cp Hingham, Mass.
6th Inf.

II
Naval Training Cp Hingham,
Mass.
Co. B, 25th Inf.

II
Co. B, 25th Inf.
II
II
II
II
I Army
II
II
I Navy

I Army
II
II
II

Co CAC Me

Naval Training
Co. B, 25th Inf.
Co. B, 25th Inf.
151 Dep Brig

World War II
World War II
World War
World War
Civil War
Civil War
World War
World War

II
II
12th Maine Reg.
II
II

Civil War
U.S. Navy
Civil War
Civil War
Civil War
World War II
Viet Nam

1--.ttn·//umm, f'nmhP.rhlnrlm::11nP-

Co. B, 25th Inf.
Co. B, 25th Inf.
Co. E, 17th Inf..
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Cumberland, Maine Veterans Monument Committee Veterans Listed Alphabetically

Moore, Norman F., Jr.
Moore, Theodore W.
Moore, Vincent A.
Morgridge, Ralph 0
Morrill, Josiah, Jr.
Morrison, John T.
Morton, Henry B.
Mosher, John C.
Mountford, Otis A.
Mountfort, Daniel H.
Mountfort, Hollis R.
Mountfort, James W.
Moynihan, Lewis S.
Newcomb, Alvin L.
Newcomb, Carlos A.
Newcomb, Charles F.
Norton, Floyd W.
Olson, Kenneth W.
O'Neil, Stephen
Packard, Linwood N.
Parker, Robert
Parr, Donald G.
Pearce, Delbert D.
Pearce, Howard S.
Peterson, David
Peterson, John H.
Peterson, Mads F.
Pettingill, Edward
Phalon, William
Porter, Benjamin F., Jr.

World WarII
Korean War
Viet Nam
World War II
Civil War
Civil War
Civil War
World War II
Civil War
Civil War
Civil War
Civil War
World War II
World War II
World War I
World War II
World War I
World War II
Viet Nam
Viet Nam
Viet Nam
World War II
World War II
World War II
Civil War
World War I
World War I
Civil War
Civil War
World War I

Porter, Charles B.

World War I Army

Porter, Earle R.
Pote, Othernial M.
Pride, Charles A.
Pride, Frederick M.
Prince, Albert F.
Prince, Albion C.
Prince, Alvah N.
Prince, Frederick C.
Prince, Howard I.

World War I Army
Civil War
U.S.Navy
Civil War
Civil War
Civil War
U.S.Navy
Civil War
World WarII
Civil War
Civil War

l'lttn· I /u.mm,
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Co. C., 12th Inf.
Revenue Cutter

U.S.Navy

Sergeant

Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.

B,
B,
B,
B,

25th
25th
25th
25th

Inf.
Inf.
Inf.
Inf.

Army

11 Co CAC

Army

Hq Co 73 Inf

U.S.Navy
Army
Army
U.S.Navy

FA Repl Draft
Co D 2 Inf Me NG (Co D 103 Inf)

Army

Co. A, 20th Inf.
151 Dep Brig
Co B 9 Inf Mass NG (Co B 101
Inf)
11 Co Me CA NG
Frigate St. Lawrence
Co. G, 25th Inf.
Co. E, 17th Inf.
Co. G, 25th Inf.

Co. C, 2nd Cavalry
Co. A, 20th Inf.

r11mhP.rl~ncimaine.com/VMCN eterans%20Monument/CumberlandVeterans....
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Cumberland, Maine Veterans Monument Committee Veterans Listed Alphabetically

Prince, William B.
Ramsdell, Seth A.
Rand, Ernest A.

Civil War
Civil War
World War I NA

Randall, William P.

World War I Army

Rawson, Donald
Rawson, Gordon
Rawson, Merton E., Jr.
Reed, Walter P.
Ricker, Robert L.
Rideout, Joseph M.
Rideout, Renfrue
Rideout, Reuben
Rideout, Royal T.
Rines, Charles H.
Rines, Walter F.
Robinson, Bernard T.
Robinson, Everett E.
Robinson, George A.
Ross, Donald W.
Ross, Emery R.
Ross, Harold M.
Ross, James W.
Ross, Lewis C.
Ross, Robert A.
Ross, William H.
Rowe, A. N.
Royce, Henry
Russell, Vernon B.
Sanborn, Arnold M.
Sanborn, James
Sanborn, Josiah
Scott, Elmer A.
Scribner, Kenneth K.
Seabury, Richard H.
Searles, Donald P.
Searles, Elisha R., Jr.
Sederquist, Harvey D.
Shaw, Bryant
Shaw, Elias
Shaw, Wesley H.
Skillings, William H.

World War
World War
World War
World War
World War
Civil War
Civil War
Civil War
Civil War
Civil War
World War
World War
Viet Nam
World War
World War
World War
World War
World War
World War
World War
Civil War
Civil War
World War
World War
World War
Civil War
Civil War
World War
World War
World War
World War
World War
World War
Civil War
Civil War
World War
Civil War

L..++-•
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II
II
II
II
I Navy

1 Sgt.
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Co. B, 1st Cavalry
Co. H, 11th Inf.
3 Co. 1 Bn. 20 Engrs.
Vet Corps Animal Embarkation
Dep

Naval Training
Co. B, 17th Inf.
Co. B, 17th Inf.
Co. E, 17th Inf.
Co. E, 25th Maine Inf.

II
II
II
II
II
I Army
I Army
II
I Army

II
I Army
II

151 Dep Brig
Hq Co 36 Inf
151 Dep Brig Co C 70 Engrs
Co. E, 25th Inf.
25th & 30th Infantries
Co K 301 Inf; CoH 164 Inf
Co. B, 25th Inf.
Co. B, 25th Inf.

II
II
II
II
II
I Army

Co C 36 MG Bn
Co. B, 25th Inf.

II
U.S.Navy

r.om/VMCN eterans%20Monument/CumberlandVeterans....
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Cumberland, Maine Veterans Monument Committee Veterans Listed Alphabetically

Sloat, Arthur A.
Sloat, Harold K.
Slowick, Stephen
Small, Benjamin
Smith, Elsie A.
Smith, Linden
Smith, William
Soule, William S.
Sparks, James E.
Sprague, Ray V. P.
Strahan, Waldo P.
Strout, Chester O.
Stubbs, Daniel
Sweetser, Ernest 0.
Sweetser, Francis E.
Sweetser, Henry
Sweetser, Philip S.
Sweetser, Richard W.
Taylor, Warren
Thayer, S. B.
Thompson, Clifton H
Thompson, George L.
Thompson, Joseph C.
Thompson, Paul W.
Thurston, Walter M.
Todd, Daniel
Trowbridge, John
True, Hollis
Vannah, Ambrose
Verrill, Dwight C.
Verrill, Randall B.
Verrill, Richard H.
Walker, Stephen
Warren, David
Watson, E. David
Watson, Earl O.
Watson, Leroy M.
Watson, Medley A., Jr.
Webber, Harland B.
Webber, Royal P.
Webster, William

i...+-h"'·I /nmm,

World Warn
World War II
Viet Nam
Civil War
World War I
Viet Nam
Civil War
Civil War
Civil War
World War I
World Warn
World Warn
Civil War
World War I
Civil War
Civil War
World War II
World Warn
Civil War
Civil War
World Warn
Civil War
World War I
World Warn
World War I
Viet Nam
Civil War
Civil War
Civil War
World War II
World War II
World Warn
Viet Nam
World War II
World War II
World Warn
World Warn
World War II
World War I
World War I
Civil War

Page 9 of I 0

Army

Co. K, 32nd Inf.
US Naval Hosp, Brooklyn, NY

Army

Co. A, 20th Inf.
13th Mass. Inf.
Co. E, 17th Inf.
151 Dep Brig

Army

5th Mounted Artillery
104 Engrs
Co. G, 25th Maine Militia

U.S.Navy

Co. G, 25th Inf.

Army

Co. B, 25th Inf.
Co K 73 Inf

Army

151 Dep Brig
Co. B, 1st Inf.
Co. E, 17th Inf.
Co. E, 3rd Mass. Reg.

Army
Army

1 Co CA Me NG
Co G 2 Inf Me NG (Co G 103 Inf)

t'1m,nPrl::lncim::l1nP._com/VMCN
eterans%20Monument/CumberlandVeterans.

...
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Cumberland, Maine Veterans Monument Committee Veterans Listed Alphabetically

Wheldon, Robert L.
White, Raymond L.
Whitney, Calvin H.
Wilson, Edward H.
Wilson, Nathaniel B.
Wilson, Willis E.
Winslow, E. H.
Winslow, Helen
Winslow, Raimond L.
Wixon, John
Woodbury, Robert E.
Wyman, Charles W.
Young, Philip C.
Young, Robert E.
Young, Roger M.

World War II
World War II
World War II
Civil War
Civil War
World War I Army
Civil War
World War II
World War II
Civil War
Viet Nam
Civil War
World War II
World War II
World War II
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Co. G, 13th Inf.
Co. B, 25th Inf. Musician
CO F 1 M Sup Tn

Co. F, 1st Cavalry
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RICHARDSON MONUMENT CO., INC
331 Lincoln Street
South Portland, ME 04106
Phone 207-767-2761• Fax 207-767-2517
Toll Free 1-800-244-2517
E mail - jay@richardsonmonument.com

Re: Proposal for the Veteran's Monument- Phase 1
The style of the monument that I designed for Calvary Cemetery is an all
polished India Black granite (not China- to much iron in the granite) is
indicated below with size, finish, lasered etched emblems and laser etched
lettering.
Size: Top Piece- 8-0 (length) x 0-10 ( thickness) x 4-0 (height) all polished
flat top
Base- 9-6" x 1-4" x 0-10" with an all polished margin around top of
base. India Black Granite
,.

6- 12" laser etched emblems (high resolution to get fine detail)
1- 16" lasered etched Town of Cumberland Seal, same resolution
82 - Laser etched letters - two in upper case the rest in lower caseTimes Roman
Cost installed on your foundation in Cumberland- $14,780.00
A· proof would be provided of the monument to sign off on it.
Phase 2
3-Curved monoliths (each a single piece) to inscribe 450 names -Which I will call the\\
of Honor. Approximately 258 to 275 names per piece
½" letters to be sandblasted with a tag line on top front
Size: 4-0 x 0-6 x 4-0 all polished curved -India Black Granite - approx. 2
½" - curved size will be determined at site- 12" to be put in ground on
your foundation and cement around it
Please see planned layout
Cost per monolith $6750.00 Total- $20,250.00 installed
If you have any questions please feel free to call.
Rega~ds~,
Ja · char_
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JOHN J.JOHNSONoGERALDB. HAMoROBERTE.SWIFToJAYD. ROCKEfELLARoROBERT
S.DOVERoTHOMASD. HANOVER
O JOSEPHF. PALMER
O FREDERICK
O JOHN D. TASKER
ROBERTD. JOHNSON°GILLN. FASTER
H. WALKER
o ROBERTF. GAY
RALPHN.GOODNOWoWILLIMD FOLEYoKARL
M.SAWYERoRICHARD
H GRANToTHOMASD MIWRoHAROLDD. BARKER
JOHN J. JOHNSONo GERALDB. HAMo ROBERTE.SWIFTo JAY D. ROCKEFELLAR
o ROBERTS. DOVERo THOMASD. HANOVER
ROBERTD. JOHNSON°Gill N. FASTER
o JOSEPHF. PALMER
o FREDERICK
H. WALKER
o JOHN D. TASKER
o ROBERTF. GAY
RALPHN.GOODNOWoWIWM D. FOLEYoKARL
M.SAWYERoRICHARD
H.GRANToTHOMASD. MIWRoHAROLDD. BARKER
JOHN J. JOHNSONo GERALDB. HAMoROBERTE.SWIFroJAY D. ROCKEFELLAR
o ROBERTS. DOVERo THOMAS0. HANOVER
O JOSEPHF. PALMER
O FREDERICK
0 JOHN D. TASKER
ROBERTD. JOHNSON°Gill N. FASTER
H. WALKER
o ROBERTF. GAV
RALPHN. GOODNOWoWILLIMQ FOLEY
o KARLM.SAWYER
o RICHARDH. CRANTO THOMASQ MIWR o HAROLDQ BARKER
JOHN J. JOHNSONo GERALDB. HAMo ROBERTE.SWIFToJAY 0. ROCKEFELLAR
o ROBERTS. DOVERo THOMAS0. HANOVER
O FREDERICK
O JOHN 0. TASKER
ROBERTD.JOHNSON°Clll N. FASTER
oJOSEPHF. PALMER
H. WALKER
o ROBERTF.GAV
RALPHN.GOODNOWoWILUMD. FOLEYoKARL
M.SAWYERoRICHARD
H.GRANT0 THOMASD. MIWRoHAROLDD. BARKER
JOHN J. JOHNSONoGERALDB. HAMoROBERTE.SWIFToJAY D. ROCKEFELLAR
o ROBERTS. DOVERoTHOMASD. HANOVER
ROBERTD.JOHNSONo Olll N. FASTER
o JOSEPHF. PALMER
o FREDERICK
H. WAl.KER
o JOHN D. TASKER
o ROBERTF. OAV
RALPHN. GOODNOWoWILUMD. FOLEYoKARLM. SAWYERo
RICHARDH. GRANToTHOMAS0. MIWRo HAROLDD. BARKER
JOHN J. JOHNSONo GERALDB. HAMo ROBERTE.SWIFToJAY D. ROCKEFELLAR
o ROBERTS. DOVERo THOMAS0. HANOVER
O JOSEPHF. PALMER
O FREDERICK
O JOHN D. TASKER
ROBERTD.JOHNSON°OILLN. FASTER
H. WAl.KER
o ROBERTF. GAY
RALPHN.OOODNOWoWILLIM0. FOLEYoKARL
M.SAWYERoRICHARD
H.GRANToTHOMAS0. MIWRoHAROLDD. BARKER
JOHN J.JOHNSONoOERALDB. HAMoROBERTE.SWIFToJAYD. ROCKEfELLARoROBERT
S.DOVERoTHOMASD. HANOVER
O JOSEPHF. PALMER
O FREDERICK
O JOHN D. TASKER
ROBERTD.JOHNSONo Gill N. FASTER
H. WAl.KER
o ROBERTF. OAY
RALPHN.GOODNOWoWILLIMQ FOLEYoKARL
M SAWYERoRICHARD
H.GRANT0 THOMASQ MIWRoHAROLDQ BARKER
JOHN J. JOHNSONo GERALDB. HAMoROBERTE.SWIFToJAY D. ROCKEFELLAR
o ROBERTS. DOVERo THOMASD. HANOVER
0 JOSEPHF. PALMERoFREDERICK
0 JOHN D. TASKERoROBERT
ROBERTD.JOHNSONoOlll N.FASTER
H. WALKER
F. OAY
RALPHN. GOODNOWoWILLIMD. FOLEYoKARLM. SAWYERo
RICHARDH. GRANToTHOMAS0. MIWR o HAROLDD. BARKER
JOHN J.JOHNSONoGERALD
B. HAMoROBERTE.SWIFToJAVD. ROCKEFELLARoROBERT
S.DOVERoTHOMASD. HANOVER
0 JOHN 0. TASKERoROBERT
0 JQSEPHF. PALMERoFREDERICK
ROBERT0.JOHNSONoOILLN.FASTER
H. WALKER
F. OAY
O
RALPHN. GOODNOWoWllllM D. FOLEYoKARLM. SAWYERo
RICHARDH. CRANT THOMASD. MIWR o HAROLDD. BARKER
RALPHN. GOODNOWoWILLIMD. FOLEY
o KARLM. SAWYERo
RICHARDH. ORANToTHOMASD. MILLERo
HAROLDD. BARKER
JOHN J. JOHNSONo GERALD8. HAMo ROBERTE.SWIFToJAY 0. ROCKEFELLAR
o ROBERTS. DOVERo THOMASD. HANOVER
0 JOHN D. TASKERoROBERT
0 JOSEPHF. PALMER
0 FREDERICK
ROBERTD.JOHNSONoGlll N.FASTER
H.WALKER
F.OAV
RALPHN. OOODNOWoWILLIMD. FOLEY
o KARLM. SAWYERo
RICHARDH. ORANToTHOMASD. MILLER
o HAROLDD. BARKER
JOHN J.JOHNSONo OERALDB. HAMoROBERTE.SWIFToJAY D. ROCKEFELLAR
o ROBERTS. DOVERo THOMAS0. HANOVER
O FREDERICK
O JOHN 0. TASKER
O JOSEPHF. PALMER
ROBERtD.JOHNSON°OILLN. FASTER
H. WAl.KER
o ROBERTF.OAY
RALPHN. OOODNOWoWILLIMQ FOLEY
o KARLM.SAWYER
o RICHARDH. GRANTO THOMASQ MIWR O HAROLDQ BARKER
JOHN J. JOHNSONoGERALDB. HAMoROBERTE.SWIFToJAY D. ROCKEFELLAR
o ROBERTS. DOVERo THOMASD. HANOVER
0 JOHN D. TASKER
0 FREDERICK
0 ROBERT
ROBERTD.JOHNSONoCilll N.FASTERoJOSEPH
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Proposal
· Presented by

Bruce Collette
Collette Monuments
1053 Sabattus Street
Lewiston, Maine
783-2118

Collette Monuments, Inc.
/l~~g~
NAME / ADDRESS
Town of Cumberland, Maine
c/o Mr. William R. Shane
Town Manager
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021-9321

DATE
11/10/2009

Ship To

Moss Side Cemetery
Cumberland, Maine

ESTIMATE NO.

TERMS

REP

E291055 b

As work progresses
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ITEM

QTY

DESCRIPTION

COST

TOTAL

9,475.00

9,475.00

Cumberland Veterans Memorial
JB8-0 ...

(8-0 PS) India Black granite memorral & _base
I

India black granite memorial & base
size of Tablet 8' long, 10" thic::k,4' high all polished with inscription
size of Base 9'-4" long, 16" wide, 10"' thick poHshed top & 2" margin

Price includes delivery amd placement onto foundation provided by customer

,,

$9,475.00

(0.00)

TOTAL
SIGNATURE
Yes, I would like to proceed with this order.

(800) 244-2118 • Tel: (207) 783-2118 • Fax: (207) 795-6560
1051-1053 Sabattus Street • Lewiston, Maine 04240

$0.00
$9,475.00

ITEM
10-005
To set a Public Hearing date (January 25th ) to consider and act
on amending Section 204.14.4.3 (Industrial District - Side
Setback) of the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance.

MEMORANDUM
PLANNING
TOWN

OF

DEPARTMENT
CUMBERLAND,

MAINE

Date:

December 22, 2009

To:

William Shane, Town Manager

From:

Carla Nixon, Planning Director

Subject:

MODIFICATION to Draft Zoning Ordinance Changes to the Industrial District

As you are aware, I have been working on several changes to the Industrial district in West Cumberland.
Specifically, I have suggested additional uses that are typically allowed in such a district and I have
suggested deleting a few that are currently permitted, but should not be for environmental and other reasons.
At its meeting on December 1st\the Planning Board voted unanimously to forward a positive
recommendation to the Council on the changes provided to them. You have a Notice of Decision that details
their motion from that meeting. However, I am writing this memo to suggest that the Council make a
modification to the language that has been forwarded to them by the Planning Board because two issues have
been brought to my attention since the Planning Board voted. The first issue was raised just after the
Planning Board meeting when Rob and Rick Storey approached me to explain they had concerns about the
setback and buffering/landscaping requirement when a non-residential use abuts a residential zone. They
explained that in their situation their property line is within the actual slope of the pit banking and that to
landscape for screening would mean that new trees would need to be over 80' tall to provide screening from
the top of the slope. I told them that there would be a "reasonableness" factor applied by the Planning Board,
but that it was a valid concern and I would consider how to address it. The second issue was brought to me
today. I met with the engineer preparing a site plan application for the land now owned by David
Chase .... the former Pike gravel pit on Blackstrap Road and we realized that the existing building on the site
can not meet the proposed requirement that where a non-residential use will abut an existing residential
zone, the side setback shall be 75' of which 25' will be a landscaped buffer consisting of vegetation, fencing
or a landscaped berm or a combination of the three. The existing building on the site is located only 20 feet
from the zoning district boundary line for an RR 2 district. Further complicating this situation is that the
parcel owned by David Chase actually straddles two different zoning districts: Industrial and RR2, so while
he owns the land across the zoning boundary line, he is unable to comply with this requirement. The two
solutions to the problem are: 1) to expand the Industrial district to include his entire parcel, and/or 2) to
modify the proposed language so that this setback requirement does not create the problem expressed by the
Storey brothers and now Mr. Chase.
I would suggest therefore that the Town Council consider a motion as follows:
To adopt the proposed changes contained in the draft as recommended by the Planning Board at is
December 15, 2009 meeting with one change: that Section 204.14. 4.3 (side setback) be changed to read:
Side: 15 feet. The rest of the language should be removed as shown below in red font.

Planning Department, Town of Cumberland • 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, Maine 04021 • Telephone (207) 829-2206 Fax (207) 829-2224

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
204.14.3:

Gasoline stations;
Day eare eeaters and ffi:H"sery
sehools, sul:>jeetto the provisions of See. 408A and Site
Plan Review; [A.mended, effeotive 12/13/89]
.Boarding Kennel
.Private Kennel
.Home occupations; [Amended, effective 12/13/89],
Home Based Occupations; [Amended, effective 2/12/07]
Private Heliport, Personal Use, subject to Site Plan Review and to the provisions of
Section 419;
Sewer pumping stations, subject to the provisions of Sec. 419.4; [Amended, effective
12/13/89];
Antennas as defined in Sec. 100, subject to Site Plan Review, and Section 433;
[Adopted, effective 12/13/99]
.Above ground utility transmission lines not located within public ways;
Uses and buildings accessory to those above;

The following lot standards shall apply in the Industrial district:
.1
.2

204.14.4:

80,000 40,000 square feet minimum lot size;
WO 100 feet minimum lot frontage on a public right-of-way;

The following setbacks are required for all structures in the Industrial District:
.1

Front:

-100 45 feet;

.2

Rear:

~

.3

Side: ;!O 15_feet; with a eom-bined width of 50 feet, hat neither side shall be less than 100 feet
if it adjoins a residential distriot. Note: vlhere a proposed non residential use will abut an
existing residential zone, the side setback shall be 75' ofwhieh 25' will be a landseaped buffer
eonsisting of yegetation , fenoing or a landseaped beam or a eom-bination of the three.

~feet;

NEW DEFINITIONS

Contractor's Space. A facility consisting of one or more individual units for contractors to utilize for the storage,
inventory and prefabrication of materials associated with construction.
Extraction and Processing of Earth Materials: The excavation, processing or storage of soil, topsoil, peat, loam,
sand, gravel, rock or other mineral deposits.
Low impact industrial: Industrial activity involving the
manufacturing, packaging, assembly, or distribution of finished
products from previously prepared material, including but not
limited to the following: bakeries, breweries, bottling, printing
and publishing, pharmaceuticals, machine shops, precision
instruments, tool and die shops and the packaging of foods.
3

NEW BUSINESS

ToWNOF

CuMBERLAND,

MAINE

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021-9321
Telephone (207) 829-5559 • Fax (207) 829-2214

Dear Cumberland Resident:
As you may be aware, the shellfish areas managed by the Town of Cumberland were
closed for the 2009 season. This action was necessary after water quality tests
administered by the Department of Marine Resources revealed elevated levels of fecal
coliform.
While we are happy to report that ongoing testing has demonstrated some overall
improvement, at this time the flats remain closed to shellfish harvesting. We will
continue to work cooperatively with the State, and are collaborating on ideas that will
enable us to open at least a portion of the flats as soon as we can do so safely.
Citizens of Cumberland, and its watershed, are encouraged to refrain from using artificial
fertilizers, herbicides, pesticides and fungicides on their lawns as this is likely
contributing to the destruction of the shellfish beds on our coastline. Though this
outbreak's cause has not been specifically identified, we know that nutrient loading and
runoff exacerbate planktonic blooms such as the red tide that occurred this past summer.
Also, many of the fungicides and herbicides sold for lawn care and home use can kill
crustaceans and arthropods, immediately impacting commercial and recreational fishing
and shellfish harvesting. Please talk to the experts at your local nursery or natural lawn
care service for alternative and organic fertilizer recommendations. Citizens should also
consider supporting town efforts to eliminate out dated and faulty septic systems, and
encourage public sewer systems and their modem upgrade when applicable. Sewer
upgrades are expensive, but this is the only way to assure that a healthy Cumberland
coastline will exist for the many uses it supports.
Town and state officials are expected to conduct shoreline surveys this spring, including
field inspections of coastal properties and the collection of additional effluent samples
(including pollution source tracing samples of streams, pipes, etc.) to determine their
impact on the shellfish growing area. We hope that people will support a better
Cumberland by their individual actions and by supporting community efforts at cleanup.

We will have more targeted information on point and/or non-point pollution sources
affecting Cumberland's coast after this survey is completed. You are encouraged to
check our web site (www.cumberlandmaine.com) for more information, as we will post
the surveys and its findings, as well as the Shellfish Conservation Commission minutes
and updates on the site.
Sincerely,

Michael Brown
Shellfish Conservation Commission Chairman

RONALD
MILLEI
GENERALMANAGEI

PortlandWaterDistrict
FROM

SEBAGO

LAKE

To

CAsco

BAY

December 14, 2009

Mr. William Shane
Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
P.O. Box 128
Cumber~~' ~
04021
1

Dear~:
Recently your council, planning board and conservation commission received a package from
Stephen Kasprzak representing the Friends of Sebago Lake (FOSL). FOSL is a passionate
advocate for a lower lake level than currently allowed by the State. Portland Water District is
Sebago Lake's primary water quality monitoring entity and one of its strongest stewards. I invite
you to contact us or visit our web site, www.pwd.org, if you have questions about the health of
Sebago Lake.
As way of background, the lake level of Sebago Lake is a contentious issue dating back to 1988
when S.D. Warren (now Sappi) changed the outflows from the Eel Weir Dam. Due to various
complaints, in 1996 the Maine DEP and other state agencies convened a stakeholder process to
develop a compromise Lake Level Management Plan (LLMP) for Sebago Lake. During that
process, some boating interests advocated for high levels and some shoreline dwellers advocated
for lower levels. In the end, all stakeholders agreed to the new management plan. FOSL, though
originally a signatory to the LLMP, subsequently withdrew its support.
Our primary role is to provide clean, safe water to our customers - and that entails protecting the
source. If and when we see compelling evidence that could affect water quality, we take action.
Since the inception of the LLt-.1P'Ne have made several recommendations to the proper
authorities.
Again, if you or your councilors have any questions, please feel free to contact me or our
environmental services manager, Paul Hunt at 774-5961 extension 3306 or phunt@pwd.org.
Sincerely,

~

Ronald Miller
General Manager

PHONE:

225 DouGLAss
207.774.5961

STREET
FAX:

P.O.

Box

207.761.8329

3553

PORTLAND, MAINE

04104-3553

E-MAIL: RMILLER@PWD.ORG

WEB: WWW.PWD.ORG

MEMORANDUM

TO:

CUMBERLAND TOWN COUNCIL

FROM:

Stephen M. Kasprzak

SUBJECT:

Portland Water District is Cherry-picking from the Historic Lake Level
Data in an Attempt to Hide Their Failed Stewardship

DATE:

January 4, 2010

The Sebago water level debate and the impact of higher than normal water levels for
sustained periods of time on septic systems, beaches, wetlands and water quality is
complicated to understand.
This became especially true when Paul Hunt, Environmental Manager at Portland Water
District (PWD), recently decided to discard three quarters of the historic weekly water
level data from the debate in his December 1, 2009 letter to the Board of Environmental
Protection (DEP), in which he concluded that the current lake level management plan
(LLMP) has lowered lake levels.
In order to make this claim, Mr. Hunt resorted to using only weekly water level data from
1968 through 1987, and compared it to data from 1988 to 2008. Mr. Hunt ignored
PWD's historic data from 1910 to 1967!
The graph below compares the average weekly water levels of the current LLMP for the
period 1997-2008 to the historic weekly averages from 1910-86.
Sebago Lake Average Lake Levels by Week
1910-1986 vs. 1997-2009
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In just thirteen years, the LLMP has raised weekly average water levels six to eighteen
inches above the historic weekly averages for the period 1910-86. More importantly, the
LLMP not only raised but also has increased the duration of the historic average spring
high tide to three months, as illustrated by the area colored in yellow and raised historic
fall low tide by as much as eighteen inches.
In 1995, Dana Perkins, Director of Quality Control at PWD wrote:

" ... the PWD believes that the best plan/or lake water quality is a return to the
pre-1987 way of controlling outflows from the lake. ",
and

"Why should we take a chance with a common interest on such a valuable
resource when, all else being equal, the 1910-86 lake level management has been
proven to keep Sebago Lake Water Quality in the Outstanding Category?"

Mr. Perkins' successors at PWD took a chance and now they are cherry picking the
historical data to try and prove that the LLMP has lowered water levels.
Not only did Mr. Hunt throw out three quarters of the historic data, but the twenty
years of data which he used was a very biased selection, because this was the wettest
twenty year period of the historic period 1910-86. From 1910-66 annual mean rainfall
was 41.36 inches, and from 1967-86 it was 46.24 inches.
Remember Mr. Hunt was trying to prove in his December letter that the LLMP had
actually lowered lake levels instead of raising them, as claimed by me, and he resorted to
the wettest twenty year period of the historic period to make his case.

A rather sad commentary on PWD's efforts to hide their failed stewardship.
For the record, DEP used the 1967-86 median of weekly lake elevations to determine
the summer and fall target points on the current LLMP. Why wouldn't the LLMP
raise lake levels if the target points were determined from the wettest twenty year period
of the period 1910-86.
The enclosed Report provides some historic perspective to the Sebago water level debate
and goes into more detail on how the LLMP is negatively impacting Sebago' s beaches
and wetlands.
SMK/gcl
Enc.
cc:
Ronald Miller, PWD Manager
David Littell, DEP Commissioner
Roger Wheeler, President, FOSL

TO

ALL

A REPORT
SEBAGO
LAKE
On

USERS

How Maine's Department of Environmental Protection,
With The Full Knowledge and Consent of Portland Water District,
Changed The Natural and Historic Flow and Ebb of Sebago's
Water Levels To The Detriment of Sebago's Beaches,
Wetlands and Water Quality

Prepared For
Friends of Sebago Lake

By
Stephen M. Kasprzak
PO Box 26
North Waterboro, ME 04061

January 4, 2010

INTRODUCTION
In 1996 Portland Water District (PWD) accepted the lake level management plan
(LLMP) recommended by the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). In just 13
years, the LLMP has raised weekly average water levels six to eighteen inches above the
historic weekly averages for the period 1910-86. More importantly, the LLMP has not
only raised, but also increased the duration of the historic spring high tide to three
months, as illustrated by the area colored in yellow in the graph below and raised historic
fall low tide by as much as eighteen inches.
Sebago Lake Average Lake Levels by Week

1910-1986 vs. 19·97-2009
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IN 1987 S. D. WARREN HAD RAISED AND EXTENDED THE HISTORIC
SPRING HIGH TIDE INTO SUMMER BY REDUCING OUTFLOWS FROM
THE EEL WEIR DAM.
The wetland in the photograph below is located behind the Songo Spit Beach at
Sebago Lake State Park. Since 1986, higher than normal spring high tides for extended
periods of time and the prevailing southerly winds have moved this sand berm landward
into this wetland an average of five feet annually and reduced the width of the beach by
more than half.
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PRIOR TO 1986, SEBAGO'S WETLANDS, BEACHES AND SHORELINE WERE
IN EQUILIBRIUM WITH THE ANNUAL NATURAL AND HISTORIC FLOW
AND EBB OF SEBAGO'S WATER LEVELS.
The spring runoff and rains would flow into Sebago Lake, and spring high tide
would typically occur around Memorial Day. Historically, there were many years that
spring high tide never reached full pond because of below normal precipitation, and the
duration of the spring high tide was only two to three weeks long.
In 1987, S. D. Warren reduced the historic spring outflow from Eel Weir Dam
because marina owners had requested higher than normal summer and fall lake levels in
order to maximize the use of their shallow water properties and to avoid extending their
docks and boat ramps during periods of below normal precipitation. S. D. Warren also
wanted to save water during summer and fall months, in order to maximize the
generation of hydro power during the winter months.

ALTHOUGH THE RISE IN THE SPRING HIGH TIDE IS CONTRIBUTING TO
THE ACCELERATION IN THE HISTORIC RATE OF BEACH EROSION, IT IS
THE INCREASED DURATION OF HIGH TIDE TO THREE MONTHS THAT IS
THE MAIN CAUSE OF THE INCREASED EROSION TO THOSE BEACHES
WITH SOUTHERLY EXPOSURE.

3

In the past 21 years, the width of the Songo Spit Beach has been reduced by fifty
to seventy five percent, and the easterly end of the beach has moved landward over one
hundred feet, as depicted in the orthophoto below:

--

2007 Songo Beach edge

--

1998 Songo Beach edge

-

1986 Songo Beach edge

SEBAGO LAKE HAS OUTSTSANDING BEACH FEATURES, WHICH ARE
CLEARLY OF STATEWIDE SIGNIFICANCE, ACCORDING TO STATE
REPORT
In a 1989 Report for the State Planning Office, the Songo Spit Beach was
recommended for inclusion on the Register of Critical Areas. Instead of protecting this
Beach and Sebago's thirty miles of beaches, the DEP implemented in 1997 a LLMP
which has not only raised, but also increased the duration of spring high tide to three
months.
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DEP BASED THE LLMP ON POLITICAL COMPROMISE, INSTEAD OF THE
SOUND SCIENCE ADVOCATED BY DANA PERKINS, DIRECTOR OF
QUALITY CONTROL AT PORTLAND WATER DISTRICT

In 1995, Dana Perkins, Director of Quality Control at PWD, requested that " ...
the lake should be managed as it has been historically, rather than under any new plan, "
so that proper studies can be conducted and data collected on Sebago' s beaches and
wetlands and then "we can prepare a LLMP based on sound science. " (Emphasis
added).
Mr. Perkins went on to write: "Why should we "take a chance" with a common
interest on such a valuable resource when, all else being equal, the 1910-86 lake level
management has proven to keep Sebago Lake Water Quality in the Outstanding
Category." (Emphasis added)
The DEP and Mr. Perkins' successors at PWD decided to "take a chance", and
the results have not been good for Sebago' s beaches, wetlands and shoreline.
DEP KNEW THEY WERE TAKING A CHANCE!

According to the following quote by Dana Murch, Dams and Hydropower
Supervisor for DEP, in an April 18, 1997 Portland Press Herald article, Mr. Murch
acknowledged that the LLMP was not based on sound science:
"The plan strikes a balance that everyone can live with, you have people who
want it higher so recreational boating isn't affected. Others want it lower to
minimize erosion and water quality. "
PWD HAS A VERY SHORT MEMORY!

In Mr. Hunt's December 1, 2009 letter to the Board of Environmental Protection
(BEP), he actually laments over the fact that the chart in his letter for Secchi
Transparency (1990-2008) "has no baseline for comparison. "
Whose fault is that? His predecessor, Mr. Perkins, had implored DEP, SWD and
the FERC, in 1994 and 1995 before he retired, not to make any changes in lake level
management until adequate studies had been done. They all ignored his requests!
The cost of political expediency is going to be very expensive for PWD' s
customers if PWD loses its waiver from the EPA for a filtration system.
Songo Beach at the State Park is located easterly of the Spit Beach, and it is also
moving landward. This movement is readily depicted in the following photograph:
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This photograph was taken on May 5, 2000 by Roger Wheeler, President of
Friends of Sebago Lake (FOSL ), and the trees with a red "X" through them are located in
the upland behind Songo Beach. These trees had all fallen by 2007, because of
accelerated beach and upland erosion caused by the increased duration of spring high tide
mandated by DEP's LLMP.

THE PREVAILING WINDS DURING SPRING HIGH TIDE ARE SOUTHERLY
AND THE SHORELINES, SUCH AS THE SONGO BEACHES, WITH
SOUTHERLY EXPOSURE ARE TAKING A POUNDING FROM THE WAVES.
The prolonged extension of the spring high tide from late April through early July
is destroying the Songo Spit Beach and filling in the wetland. During these months the
prevailing winds are southerly and southeasterly as illustrated in the Wind Roses below:
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WIND SPEED (KNOTS)

These southerly and southeasterly winds travel over Sebago' s eleven mile fetch
generating two to three foot waves on Songo Spit Beach. When lake levels are near full
pond, these waves are topping over the Beach and depositing sands from the upper beach
profile into this wetland.

HISTORICALLY, AS SEBAGO'S WATER LEVELS EBBED TO THE FALL
LOW TIDE, THE BEACHES WERE ABLE TO REBUILD THEMSELVES
NATURALLY.
Historically Songo Spit Beach was able to maintain itself naturally, as it received
nourishment (beach accretion through progradation) as lake levels ebbed to historic low
tide by early fall. Beach accretion used to occur in late summer and through the fall
months, as lake levels ebbed over the beach profile and wave energy threw sands from
the mid-section of the beach profile up onto the upper section. As lake levels continued
to retreat to the historic fall low tide, the wave energy threw sands from the lower section
of the beach profile up onto the mid-section.
The four berms in the photograph below provide evidence of this process:

In spring the rising lake levels and the accompanying beach waves transported the
sand in these berms further up on the beach profile.
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THE LLMP HAS ELIMINATED THE NATURAL NOURISHMENT OF
SEBAGO'S BEACHES BY PREVENTING FALL LAKE LEVELS FROM
REACHING THEIR HISTORIC AVERAGE FALL LOW TIDE ELEVATION OF
262 FT. MSL FOR SUSTAINED PERIODS OF TIME.
Sebago Lake Levels 1910-2009
# Weeks Below Elevation 262.0 for Weeks 1-13 & 39-52
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PWD RECENTLY DESCRIBED A LAKE ELEVATION OF 261 FT. MSL AS
TYPICAL.
According to the graph below, the LLMP has made elevation 261.0 ft. msl atypical, and
has prevented the natural nourishment of beaches. From 1910-86, lake levels dropped to
elevation 261 ft. msl or lower an average of 30 days annually, and an average of only 5
days annually between 1997-2009.
Sebago Lake Levels 1910-2009
# Weeks Below Elevation 261.0 for Weeks 1-13 & 39-52
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The LLMP mandates that S. D. Warren lower lake levels to elevation 261 ft. msl
between November 1 and December 31 two times in every nine year period. This has
happened only once since 1997, and even then, it did not provide nourishment for those
beaches with southerly exposure because lake levels did not fall below 261 ft. msl until
December, when the prevailing winds are northwesterly and would be blowing offshore
at the Songo beaches. You need onshore winds to promote beach accretion.
SUMMARY

DEP' s LLMP has destroyed the historic ebb and flow of Sebago' s lake levels by
raising and increasing the duration of the average spring high tide by three months and
eliminating the average fall low tide of elevation 262.0 ft. msl. These changes have
been implemented with the full knowledge and consent of PWD.
The delicate balance that protected Sebago' s wetlands and allowed its beaches to
be maintained naturally has been altered, in order to provide Sebago' s marina and
dockamania owners higher than normal water levels in the summer and fall.
Sebago Lake would have a much brighter future if PWD and DEP would listen to
E. B. White, who wrote the following:

"I would feel more optimistic about a bright future for man
spent less time proving he can outwit Nature and more time
tasting her sweetness and respecting her seniority. "
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Dear Municipal officials,
In 2010 Cumberland County will be celebrating its 250 th anniversary. To help us
celebrate 250 years of the natural resources, economic vitality and quality of life that
,,defines Cumberland County, we are searching for ambassadors from each of the
··municipalities in the County to represent them for the celebrations.

As the representative from your town, the ambassador:
•
•
•

Should be a resident from your town that does not necessarily need to be an
employee or elected official with the municipal government. Could be someone you would like to honor for their work or volunteer
activities in your municipality.
Could be a notable figure that is well known in your municipality.

The expectations for an ambassador from your town would be to:
i,

•

•

•

Attend the 250th kickoff event on January 29th at the Cumberland County
courthouse, along with the town manager and any other town officials, to
carry their municipal seal/banner in our processional.
Take charge of recording your annual town summer celebration (pass out
cameras and collect them for processing) and make the official proclamation
by Governor Baldacci for the county anniversary at your local town
celebration event.
Attend the 250 th November County Celebration year end event.

Please communicate your choice of ambassador with address, phone number and e-mail
_to Shannon Marden, at smarden@cumberlandcounty.org by November 30th • We would
;be happy to answer any questions that you may have regarding this invitation. Please call
· Shannon at 871-8380.
We look forward to hearing from you and appreciate your municipality's participation in
the 250 th anniversary of Cumberland County.

County commissioners, 250th Celebration Committee

James F. Cloutier
cloutier@cu mberlandcou nty.org

Richard J. Feeney
rfeeney@maine.rr.com
County Website: www.cumberlandcounty.org

Malory 0. Shaughnessy
shaughnessy@cumberlandcounty.org

Master Summary Report
Monthly Building Permits
Access. Struct.

Start Date:

121112009

End Date:

12/31/200

$5,000.00

$50.00

Addition

$35,000.00

$358.00

Commercial

$20,000.00

$200.00

Deck

$1,000.00

$25.00

Demolition

$6,000.00

$25.00

$225,000.00

$0.00

$10,000.00

$150.00

$3,000.00

$50.00

10

$305,000.00

$858.00

9

$740,756.00

$1,188.80

23

$845,757.00

$4,973.75

Barn

2

$122,000.00

$462.00

Commercial

3

$37,000.00

$400.00

CONDO

2

$340,000.00

$1,491.90

19

$122,980.00

$817.80

Demolition

4

$12,200.00

$100.00

Foundation

2

$51,500.00

$415.80

Garage

4

$240,000.00

$786.50

13

$4,429,200.00

$12,095.65

2

$419,118.00

$1,240.00

$40,000.00

$80.20

House
Renovation

3

Shed

Totals

YTD Building Permits
Access. Struct.
Addition

Deck

House
MODULAR HOUSE
Pier
Pool

6

$137,000.00

$600.00

Porches

6

$95,000.00

$350.00

$3,100.00

$50.00

RAMP
Renovation

45

$473,175.00

$4,057.00

Shed

15

$33,300.00

$375.00
,r·
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Shore land

6

$93,500.00

$900.00

$5,000.00

$86.40

$8,240,586.00

$30,470.80

Storage Barn
164

Electrical Permits for dates between
12101/09 and 12131/09

Fee

Count
14

$1,204.50

Plumbing Permits for dates
between 12101/09 and 12131/09

Count
7
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Fee
$298.50

YTD Electrical Permits

Fee

Count

$9,298.75

132

YTD Plumbing Permits

Count
101

Fee
$8,918.50
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Building Permits
Date

Permit

12/1/2009

09-155

ROSA/ 57

12/1/2009

09-156

12/3/2009

Owner

Start Date:

12/1/2009

End Date:

12/31/2009

Location

Iml!..rvmnt

SIMONDS ROBE

16 BLACK OAK

Addition

R03/ 1

PEABBLES AND

10 Cross Road

09-157

U13 / 66

CHASE'S FLOWE

12/10/2009

09-158

R01 / 11 C

12/10/2009

09-159

12/22/2009

Mal!../Lot

Est Cost

Fee

$35,000.00

$358.00

Deck

$1,000.00

$25.00

327 Main Street

Demolition

$6,000.00

$25.00

BBW REAL ESTA

62US

Commercial

$20,000.00

$200.00

U11 /41

DILLAWAYWALD

268 MAIN STRE

Renovation

$2,000.00

$50.00

09-160

R08/42H

NORMAND BERU 86AUTUMN RI

House

$225,000.00

$0.00

12/22/2009

09-161

U04A/ 2

KELLY STEPHEN

30 CONIFER RI

Renovation

$5,000.00

$50.00

12/22/2009

09-162

R01 / 62A

GARDNER UEL

92TUTTLE RO

Renovation

$3,000.00

$50.00

12/22/2009

09-163

R03/46A

LEE DIANA C

10 HARRIS RO

Access. Struct.

$5,000.00

$50.00

12/30/2009

09-164

U01 / 5 C

CAWLEY ROBER

15 MARY LANE

Shed

$3,000.00

$50.00

$305,000.00

$858.00
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Electrical Permit Repor
Permit ID Date Issued

Owner

Location

Electrician

Description

EST. COST

FEE

Upgrade

$0.00

$50.00

Addition

$0.00

$50.00

Burleigh Electric

Upgrade

$0.00

$50.00

25 Forest Lane

Greg Gould Electric

Upgrade

$0.00

$50.00

CUSTOM BUil T HOMES

6 TORRY PINE DRIVE

Ames Electric

New House

$0.00

$168.20

2/14/2009

CUSTOM BUil T HOMES

8 TORRY PINE DRIVE

Ames Electric

New House

$0.00

$168.20

125-09

2/15/2009

MOORE ROBERT A

5 Spruce Lane

Keeley Electric

Upgrade

$0.00

$50.00

126-09

2/16/2009

BOLDUC DONALD J

5 CAROL STREET

R. W. Googins

Upgrade

$0.00

$50.00

127-09

2/21/2009

BBW REAL ESTATE

62 U S ROUTE ONE

MLC Electric Services

Renovation

$0.00

$60.00

128-09

2/21/2009

BABEU GEORGE

28 HAZEL TINE DRIVE

Preparedness Experts

Upgrade

$0.00

$50.00

129-09

2/21/2009

PINETTE ROBYN L-TRUST

31 HAZEL TINE DRIVE

Preparedness Experts

Upgrade

$0.00

$50.00

130-09

2/21/2009

KELLY STEPHEN

30 CONIFER RIDGE RD

Ower

Renovation

$0.00

$50.00

131-09

2/30/2009

SPELLMAN DAVID

127 FORESIDE ROAD

Corey Thurber

New House

$0.00

$308.10

132-09

2/30/2009

CAWLEY ROBERT

15 MARY LANE

Caron & Waltz

Addition

$0.00

$50.00

Charles Gravel

119-09

12/9/2009

MACBRIDE ROBERT J

210 MAIN STREET

120-09

12/9/2009

MINER JAMES B*

4 LOW ER METHODIST ROA Owner

121-09

12/9/2009

COTE PAULE

19 OAK RIDGE ROAD

122-09

2/10/2009

GORHAM JOHN A

123-09

2/14/2009

124-09
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PLUMBING PERMITS
Permit ID Date Issued

Owner

Location

Description

Plummer

4689

12/1/2009

MORIN ROLAND

124 ORCHARD ROAD

Transfer of Permit

James Shehan

Internal

$0.00

$6.00

4690

12/8/2009

STOREY MICHAEL

18 STOREY BROOK LAN

Water Softener

Philip Storey

Internal

$0.00

$36.00

4691

12/15/2009

J BROTHERS REAL EST ROUTE 100

C. W. Baldwin & So Internal

$0.00

$36.00

4692

12/15/2009

GALEY THELMA ASHLE

6 FOREST AVENUE

Corey Tapley

Internal

$0.00

$36.00

4693

12/15/2009

STOCKL Y AYRES

97 GREELY ROAD

Storey Bros.

External

$0.00

$112.50

4694

12/22/2009

MINER JAMES B*

4 LOWER METHODIST

OWNER

Internal

$0.00

$36.00

4695

12/29/2009

BBW REAL ESTATE

62 U S ROUTE ONE

So Maine Plumbing

Internal

$0.00

$36.00
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Septic System

Permit Type Est. Cost

Fee
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Cumberland Town Council Meeting
Monday, January 11, 2010
6:00 p.m. Executive Session
7:00 p.m. Call to Order
The Cumberland Town Council will hold an Executive Session pursuant to 1 M.R.SA, Section
405(6)(E) Consultation with Legal Counsel re: possible litigation at 6:00 p.m. and its regular
meeting@ 7:00 p.m. on Monday, January 11, 2010 in the Town Council Chambers. An opportunity
for public comment will be provided. The following items will receive a public hearing:
• To hold a Public Hearing to repeal and replace the Cumberland Floodplain
Management Ordinance.
• To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Victualer's License,
Special Amusement Permit, Class I Liquor License, and Mobile Service Cart
for The Sparrow's Nest, d/b / a Vtlcing Grill, for the period of February 2010
- February 2011.
• To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on the road acceptance of Chet's Way.
• To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on authorization, purchase,
and installation of a Veterans Monument at Moss Side Cemetery.
• To set a Public Hearing date Oanuary 25th) to consider and act on
amending Section 204.14.4.3 (Industrial District- Side Setback) of the
Cumberland Zoning Ordinance.
Additional agenda items will receive consideration and action. Please refer to the town's website: www.cumberlandmaine.com for a complete agenda.

Cumberland Town Council Meeting
Monday,Januaryll,2010
7:00 p.m. Call to Order
The Cumberland Town Council will hold its regular meeting@ 7:00 p.m. on Monday,
January 11, 2010 in the Town Council Chambers. An opportunity for public comment
will be provided. The following items will receive a public hearing:
• To hold a Public Hearing to repeal and replace the Cumberland Floodplain Management
Ordinance.
• To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Victualer's License, Special Amusement
Permit, Class I Liquor License, and Mobile Service Cart for The Sparrow's Nest, d/b/a
Viking Grill, for the period of February 2010- February 2011.
• To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on the road acceptance of Chet's Way.
• To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on authorization, purchase, and installation of
a Veterans Monument at Moss Side Cemetery.
• To set a Public Hearing date (January 25 th ) to consider and act on amending Section
204.14.4.3 (Industrial District - Side Setback) of the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance.
Additional agenda items will receive consideration and action. Please refer to the town's
website: www.cumberlandmaine.com for a complete agenda.

